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RE: GOLD WARRIORS; PHIL. FISCAL CRISISINTO THE FIRE—GCH/D
PHILIPPINE GOLD OF MISCELLANEOUS
SOURCES, REAL AND FALSE
My requests that you avail yourselves of certain
books and information are not to simply push books or
fill up your time with overload. We cannot cover,
adequately, all topics to which we refer and yet an
informed people is all that can possibly turn about the
direction of downfall of nations and, actually,
civilization. It is to the most tiny detail that cracks
occur and finally downfall and collapse follow the
tremors and cracks.
Our thrust for a modicum of “reclamation” is
centered on the Philippines as in “Southeast Asia”
because that is where the assets of commodity
substance are preserved (at least they were preserved
in this location). What has since happened to that
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“Phoenix” “mark” is interesting and elusive. NO, I do
not give specific information to simply give ease of
taking out our people in some mystical game of
“stopya-getcha”. It is OBVIOUS that enemies
abound at every turn or step as expressed in massive
postings by the adversarial miscreants. THINGS
MUST UNFOLD PROPERLY AND IN
SEQUENCE WHICH ALLOWS UTILIZATION OF
THE ASSETS AND POSITIVE POSITIONING/
SHARING.
To cover truth and clandestine activities there is
always false information presented to the public at
large to shelter the criminals and hide the corruption.
This is most especially true in the areas of wealth,
holdings, assets and valuable commodities. You will
find rip-offs and side-labels of “Phoenix” hooked to
these clandestine manipulations because the fact of
truth is present and thus tales and disinformation have
to be foisted off onto the receptive minds of curious
people and/or brainwashed into the belief systems of
anyone around and most especially the masses thinking
themselves to get “something for nothing” as God
supposedly promises in the disinformation sheets and
instruction books.
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GOD has never given forth such information as is
dumped onto your human, physical beings—never
ever! Not in the past, in this present condition, nor
shall there ever be such manipulative considerations
flowing from GOD.
Our adversaries like to call us a “cult” of some kind
when there is NOT ANYTHING TO EVEN
REMOTELY CLASSIFY US AS FITTING ANY
PATTERN OF SUCH IMPUDENCE AND
ASSUMPTION—NEVER WAS, NOT IS, AND
NEVER SHALL THERE BE! TRUTH IS NOT A
“CULT”, READERS. TRUTH IS!
GOLD WARRIORS; AMERICA’S SECRET
RECOVERY OF YAMASHITA’S GOLD
I have left the “emphasis” on this title of a book
by Sterling & Peggy Seagrave.
The point is that the references are, of course, of
the Philippines and the manipulations and outright thefts
of commodity, political disaster and all the intrigue you
could want in your daily soap. However, do not bite
on everything for it is going to come out that most of
all of it is a total LIE and had nothing to do with either
(Continued on page 2)
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Japanese gold or anyone called Yamashita.
Sterling Seagrave is well known and not very
respected in these local circles as to past background
or actual “treasure hunters’ truth”—so enjoy, find the
truth available, and watch the program as it unfolds.
Sterling Seagrave, as the book reference goes, was
a reporter for The Washington Post before becoming
a freelance investigative journalist contributing to Time,
Life, Atlantic Monthly and the Far Eastern
Economic Review. He is the author of the bestseller
The Soong Dynasty, among other books.
Peggy Seagrave was a senior researcher and
picture editor at Time-Life Books. Together they are
the authors of The Marcos Dynasty, Dragonlady,
Lords of the Rim, and The Yamato Dynasty.
The purpose here is certainly not to debate or
argue points, authenticity or do your sorting for you. It
is to offer some interesting background, true or false,
into this intriguing and ongoing play of which you and
we are now involved, while TRUTH is far more
difficult to swallow than the absurd tales of such
intriguing adventures.
We can suggest that there are great open seas
adventures of Japanese ships sunk off these shores—
most of which are true. However, it was not “a”
Yamashita stash but rather it was the opposite as the
ships were headed, LOADED, back to security after
the major THEFTS from the Philippines. Indeed there
are loaded ships in “Davey Jones’” deep sea “locker”
and intentionally sunk in order to await free access to
recovery after statutes and war treaties would be
expired. This is just a “side-story” of interest and
certainly will not be further addressed by me, here.
ALL OF THAT GOLD IS “PHOENIX” GOLD,
READERS, AND I BELIEVE THAT GOD WILL
HAVE THE PERFECTION OF “HIS PLAN” FOR
RECOVERY FOR SERVICE IN THIS DAY OF
“HIS” RECOGNITION. IF NOT, WE SHALL
WITNESS A MOST UNPLEASANT UNFOLDING
OF TITAN CLASHES.
The back cover of the book in point offers: “Gold
Warriors is an interesting and valuable look at Japan’s
wartime plunder of Asia and the scramble that
continues to this day to claim that loot. Its cast
includes Japanese and American banks, CIA suits,
psychics, John Birch Society gangsters, Philippine
presidents, con men and the Emperor of Japan. The
one thing that these pirates seem to hold in common
is a tacit understanding that the victims of the war—
rape camp survivors, slave laborers and POW’s—shall
be left with nothing. … Everyone interested in the
realities of Asian and US politics should read this
book.”
The inner flap states: “In 1945, U.S. intelligence
officers in Manila discovered that the Japanese had
hidden large quantities of gold bullion and other looted
treasure in the Philippines. President Truman decided
to recover the gold but to keep the riches secure.
This would be combined with treasure recovered inside
Japan during the U.S. occupation, and with Nazi loot
recovered in Europe, to create a worldwide American
political action fund to fight the Cold War.
“Overseen by General Douglas MacArthur,
President Truman, and John Foster Dulles, this ‘Black
Gold’ gave Washington virtually limitless,
unaccountable funds, providing an asset here to
reinforce the treasuries of America’s allies, to bribe
political and military leaders, to fund covert operations
and to manipulate elections in foreign countries for
more than fifty years. Drawing on a vast range of
original documents and thousands of hours of
interviews, Gold Warriors exposes one of the great
state secrets of the twentieth century.”
I would certainly capitulate to that last statement
BUT it cannot compare to the manipulations and

outright thefts, kidnapping and incredible activities of
the later days of Reagan, Bush, Lugar, Baker III and
their team of et als., along with the CIA operators
steeped in corruption and CRIMES OF
INTERNATIONAL MAGNITUDE.
FROM AMERICAN FREE PRESS
Why I am offering this lengthy focus on this topic
is not only because it is “where we’re at” but also we
respect greatly W.A. CARTO of SPOTLIGHT, now
AMERICAN FREE PRESS. Mr. Carto is a special
contact of ours after he made the initial contact. We
appreciate that because he has long been a student of
these Philippine circumstances and we RESPECT him.
Perhaps we have been remiss in that we have had
manuscripts of the original copy-variety and certainly
had permission to use same before the publication of
the now public book. There is too much to cover here
while we are also establishing our own program and
we like to be A PART of this ongoing discovery
process and not the source as can be claimed as
“revelation” or “fabrication” and tossed aside as
wishful thinking. YOU NEED BACKUP TO STOP
THE MYSTICISM. THE MYSTERIES ARE
SUFFICIENT AND KEEP YOU SANE AND
FUNCTIONAL IN THIS MANIFEST WORLD OF
CONFUSION.
I am caused to note that even as with the Henoch
prophecies as referred to yesterday [published in the
August 25, 2004 issue] as a Billy Meier offering are
based more on such as “The Terminator” rather than
on anything either RATIONAL OR REASONABLE.
Of all of the things GOD IS, it is rational, reasonable
and IS TRUTH.
GOD DOES NOT CREATE EVIL—THAT IS
THE MANUFACTURE AND PRACTICE OF
“MAN” AND KNOW THAT WHAT YOU
BELIEVE IS THAT WHICH YOU SHALL
BECOME!
In reference now to the Gold Hoard “Myth” of
Yamashita, we will share W.A. Carto’s “Editorial”
from American Free Press of May 31, 2004, page B4 as relative to an insert on books and publications.
YAMASHITA’S WWII GOLD HOARD NO MYTH
By W.A. Carto
[At this writing we will refrain from offering
information about availability until Phoenix Source and/
or Contact can check out best availability but will
either add it to this particular issue as information is
gathered properly or as soon as such information can
be made available. Thank you for your patience as
we find that with our own advertising, for instance, of
Collins Piper’s book, it is now sold out and we must
await reprinting for availability. We must leave this to
other staff. Thank you.]
[QUOTING:]
The Golden Rule is, “He who has the gold makes
the rules.” If you want to know who makes the rules,
read this book. This is a no-nonsense book, stripped
of all of the fairy tales about gold that have been
propagated for generations by gold merchants and
libertarian economists. Here are a few things you will
learn from this remarkable book:
(1) The so-called “Yamashita Treasure” is not a
wild tale but true. During the war, acting directly
under the authority of the emperor, Japanese teams
swarmed over China and the other Japanese occupied
areas and as if with a giant vacuum cleaner, took all
of the gold and gems they could lay their hands on.
Their methods were not pretty, but they ended up with
uncounted tons of gold which, because American subs
prevented them from sending to Japan, they hid in
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caves in the Philippines.
(2) After hostilities, those in the know went on a
big treasure hunt. Primary in this exercise was
Ferdinand Marcos, president of the Philippine Islands.
His methods were no less ruthless than the Japanese,
and leaving a trail of bodies behind he collected over
a trillion dollars worth of the yellow stuff when the gold
was selling in the range of $140 ounce.
(3) Ferdinand was certainly not alone. The cast
of characters is fascinating, involving all of the leading
political personalities of the day from President Truman
on down, including people like Gen. John Singlaub,
Melvin Belli, Laurence Butler, Bonner Fellers, Orrin
Hatch, Rep. Larry McDonald, Robert Welch, Floyd
Paxton, etc., etc. Most of these small fry lost money
trying to recover the hidden gold.
(4) Eventually, after a confusing litany of cross
and double cross, the gold seems to have mainly
become under the control of CIA agents. After the
CIA guys feathered their own nests with it, it went into
the eager paws of the international bankers who
inhabit such lairs as Citibank, Chase, Union Bank of
Switzerland and other major casinos. Here, the
Seagraves point out a very important lesson when
entrusting the care of gold to banks: don’t! Bankers
have a disappointing habit of issuing gold certificates
for gold on deposit and then, when the supposed owner
comes to redeem them, the once-friendly banker will
declare the gold certificates counterfeit! This should
really not be surprising to anyone who has dealt with
bankers. A sorry lot they are, if ever there was one.
(5) The most important lesson the politically alert
reader may glean from this revealing book by reading
between the lines is that one may safely say that the
gold is today under the control of the bankers, a polite
way of saying that it is controlled by the Rothschilds.
This writer has believed for years that when the
bankers finally decide to wind up the “democratic
experiment” of America, by admitting the bankruptcy
of the Federal Reserve and its subsidiary, the U.S.
government, they will then inaugurate what many
libertarians have longed for so avidly for generations:
a gold standard. Well, he still believes it but it is clear
from this book that the bankers who own and control
the never-audited Fed also have control of the world’s
gold supply and are free to use it to protect and
further their own interests. So in spite of the literally
bankrupt condition of the Fed and its creature the U.S.
government, they never have to declare bankruptcy,
because there is far more gold at their disposal than
believed.
(6) One who plays the gold market, either for
investment or speculation, should do so with the full
understanding that it is rigged for the profit of the huge
monetary forces that control it. Contrary to the naïve,
including many who sell it, the price of gold certainly
does not have to rise with inflation. Gold is not a
hedge against inflation; its price could be brought down
to $5 per ounce if the goldmeisters decide that they
would like to do so.
But don’t worry, they won’t do that because it is
to their interest to support the price of gold the same
way they support the price of diamonds—by holding
supplies off the market. W.A. Carto
[END QUOTING]
I certainly do not wish to belabor this particular
subject for our thrust is not in “that” particular
direction as to our own task. However, I do believe
that it should be pointed out that over a period of time,
TRUTH OUTS and it is often first misdirected
through mis- or dis-information. We will leave it here
and turn over availability of resource information to
those who can handle the processing and accessing of
the books themselves, hopefully at some service to
both our book-resources operation and service to the
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authors involved.
We will not, however, just order up a bunch of
books if there is no interest or market so please
express your interest to CONTACT and the service
will be properly managed. We have no intention of
doing this from this keyboard in Manila. I do not,
however, like to suggest items, books or “things” which
we cannot make available to you the readers as to
resource or availability.
IN THE PHILIPPINES
Let us now turn our attention to that which has
come full circle in the Philippines. The President,
Arroyo (GMA), did yesterday make it public that the
Philippines is in a “STATE OF FISCAL CRISIS”.
That means, good readers, bankruptcy is pending,
default on debts is pending and there is nothing
available as to recognized resources.
Taxes are going to be added more heavily to the
people and it cannot touch the problem, for the state
of this nation is bankrupt in all areas of expression. It
does leave GMA, however, with the legal authority for
the next step on her agenda: freeze the funds allotted
to the provinces and “the people”. This is being done
as we speak right now. How long will the people
bear up under this atrocious burden? It remains to be
seen.
Yes indeed, WE HAVE THE SOLUTION and
are ready, willing and able (RWA) to move instantly.
We will speak to one more item regarding gold
and holdings in caves, etc. It doesn’t matter from
where came the gold, readers, for if a cave is on
private property, say Tallano or Sultanates, the gold
belongs to those owners—NOT ANYONE ELSE. It
is a part of the LAW. So, whether gold is in the vault
of Bangko Sentral or in Sulu or TawiTawi, it belongs
to rightful “owners”, not government, not foreign
governments and certainly NOT to the U.S. to where
it is being taken through subterfuge and corruption.
And no, that is not at the piloting hands of Gunther
Russbacher and/or Russell Herrman of Rayelan
Russbacher-Allan and VK Durham fame and/or
coalition. They are frauds and become the greater
thieves as to honor and integrity of the outright robbers
of the gold itself.
One of the reasons for Russell Herman to assign
his interests over to us is for this exact reason, the
protection of asset and “intent of action”. Herman
experienced IN THE TRICKS OF THE DAY BACK
YON WHEN THE DEBACLE OF THE MARCOS
ERA TOOK PLACE. REMEMBER THAT IT WAS
IN 1985 (BEFORE THE FINAL DAYS OF THE
MARCOS DYNASTY) THAT HERMAN PUT
THE ASSET HOLDING INTO IDENTIFIABLE
OWNERSHIP OF COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY
MARKETING LTD. (CORPORATION) TO
PROTECT HIS OWN LIFE AND THE ASSET.
There is no question as to the legality, authenticity or
holding. It existed and it EXISTS today.
We now deal with the assets of the old
establishment of the generations and centuries of that
which existed and exists yet, in the Philippines. There
is no longer mystical gobbledygook or great hidden
mysteries. It is all of record, registered and VALID
AS TO COVERAGE THROUGH THE VERY
COURTS OF LAW AND UPDATED AS LATE AS
WITHIN THESE MOST CURRENT YEARS.
We cannot “fight” a controlling arm of FORCE of
injustice or unlawful power. So be it as we work
within and with that which IS and never mind the
pressures of the “impatient”.
We will continue to publish truth, facts and
document copies, which acts as further documentation
and public information as we find space to print as

reminders and for reference.
I, Hatonn, have all the time in the universe but I
would suggest that YOU do not! You have “all the
TIME” but you might find your circumstance of
manifest substance considerably changed as you “wait”
too long for mortal expression to be retained.
Infected rodents are being uncovered daily having
built their nests in the “high places”. So be it for more
infected is the very polluted air breathed in and out as
you “survive”. I would remind all of you to have silver
colloid if you can. We note that it is hitting in a
massive way in the Internet of “private” medicinal
circles.
More important, perhaps, is the fact that one major
appliance producer, Samsung, is now presenting a
whole line of “protected” appliances from coolers,
conditioners, refrigerators and washers which are
“treated” with wondrous filters and cleaners USING
THAT NICE COLLOIDAL IONIZED SILVER IN
THE SYSTEMS APPARATUS. We can only be
sorry, Diane, for your pain and suffering at the hands
of your very “partners” and so-called “friends” for
simply doing your job while they spent the money and
then sold you out. That cycle too shall come full circle
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while “revenge is mine, sayeth the Lord”. Bitterness
is but a waste of time while patience is a virtue.
All that is good will have evil attacks as Man
cannot seem to recognize his downfall potential. And
to you who gave all you could and suffered at the
hands of the miscreants, relax and enjoy the unfolding
and you shall not have need of those resources in the
final wash.
Walter Russell and Tesla were correct in their
observations that MANKIND is simply not ready to
HAVE the wondrous gifts of Creator-Creation for man
remains too egotistically primitive in his concepts and
greedy selfishness. This is WHY we do not shower
abundance onto you like rainfall. You must deserve
and earn through the very human aspect the RIGHT
TO HOLD SUCH GIFTS in the physical expression.
You shall not have need in another dimension of higher
experience.
When you begin to recognize these Truths you
shall surely learn to KNOW GOD!
God blesses us all as we are able to receive.
Thank you.
GCH
dharma

Recommended Reading
These books are NOW AVAILABLE but supplies are limited so order soon!

GOLD WARRIORS

FINAL JUDGMENT

America’s Secret Recovery of Yamashita’s Gold
Sterling & Peggy Seagrave - $28.00

The Missing Link in the JFK Assassination
Michael Collins Piper - $25.00

Sept 2003 (Hard Cover - 384 pages). The
Seagraves have uncovered one of the biggest
secrets of the twentieth century.—Iris Chang,
author of The Rape of Nanking. In 1945, U.S.
Intelligence officers in Manila discovered that the
Japanese had hidden large quantities of gold bullion
and other looted treasure in the Philippines.

Dr. Herbert L. Calhoun, a former top-level State
Department official says it all: “As one who has
read over 200 books on the JFK assassination, and
engaged in research both as an individual and as
part of various teams, I can say without fear of
contradiction that Piper’s book is now the definitive
work on the JFK assassination.”

To Order these Books:
Primary distributor (for all U.S. orders)
Phoenix Source Distributors: 1-800-800-5565
<www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com> (coming soon)
P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126

Secondary distributor (for International orders)
The Preferred Network: 1-250-248-5591
<www.PreferredNetwork.com>
P.O. Box 660, Parksville, BC V9P 2G7
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Gold Warriors, ‘Yamashita’
Background Information
We wish to thank American Free Press for
allowing us to reprint the following article, which
provides a “wealth” of background information
regarding the Gold Warriors book written by the
Seagraves.
You might notice that the author of this article,
Michael Collins Piper, is also the author of Final
Judgment, the definitive analysis of the JFK
assassination. Ordering information for both Gold
Warriors and Final Judgment is on page 3.
EXISTENCE OF SECRET WWII
GOLD HORDE CONFIRMED
Exclusive to American Free Press
By Michael Collins Piper
An authoritative new book sheds remarkable light
on one of the great financial and political secrets of the
20 th Century: vast hordes of gold-looted by the
Japanese-and later recovered by American forces
following World War II.
During the mid-1980s, international correspondent
Andrew St. George and a team of investigative
reporters working for The Spotlight newspaper
astounded many of its readers by challenging a legend
then-popular in the “mainstream” media in America:
the theory that former Philippine President Ferdinand
Marcos and his colorful wife Imelda had stolen billions
of dollars from their nation’s treasury, and much of it
from U.S. foreign aid to the Asian republic.
Now—nearly 20 years after the fact—the
exclusive reports by St. George and his Spotlight team
have been confirmed by an unlikely source: veteran
writer Sterling Seagrave, a well-known authority on the
Far East and an unabashed critic of the Marcos
regime.
In a new book, Gold Warriors: America’s Secret
Recovery of Yamashita’s Gold, Seagrave and his coauthor (his wife, Peggy) have affirmed virtually all of
what The Spotlight reported about Marcos and his rise
to power-and of his ultimate ouster, including the
reasons why.
But even more than that, the Seagraves have
outlined the existence of an extraordinary hidden cache
of gold—looted by infamous Japanese warlord
Yamashita Tomoyuki from the nations of Asia prior to
and during World War II—much of which (but not all)
was later seized by American forces and used to fund
what was called the Black Eagle Trust, a multi-national
covert-operations treasure chest utilized during the
Cold War and up until, apparently, even today. And
yes, Marcos himself recovered a big chunk of the
treasure. This was, as The Spotlight said to much
criticism, the real source of his wealth.
Big names such as former U.S. Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles, John J. McCloy, head of the World
Bank, General Edward Lansdale and others are just a
few of the familiar figures whose roles in the shadowy
Black Eagle Trust are recounted by the Seagraves.
The tentacles of this massive treasure reach throughout
the big banks of the world today and its economic
impact has never before been outlined in such amazing
detail.
It seems that no American president has been in
the dark about the existence of this gold horde—much

of which still remains hidden, buried, in the Philippine
islands and elsewhere in the Pacific and which is still
the subject of wide-ranging treasure hunts.
According to the Seagraves, as late as March
2001—in the early weeks of the newly-minted George
W. Bush administration, associates of the Bush family
were evidently deeply involved in the treasure-hunting
and in efforts to profit from the sale and transfer of
the recovered treasure. And what is of particular note
is that, so say the Seagraves, two U.S. Navy ships
were being utilized in the effort.
What about the Marcos connection? The
Spotlight asserted that Marcos’s actual wealth—in
unaccounted billions—stemmed from the fact that
Marcos had actually recovered a large cache of the
hidden gold in the days following the end of World War
II. Critics said The Spotlight was wrong and that
Marcos had actually stolen billions from his nation’s
treasury. Now, however, the Seagraves cite no less
an authority than retired General John Singlaub, a
vaunted hero of both World War II and Korea who
finished up his career as the top U.S. military
commander in Korea, dismissed by then-President
Jimmy Carter.
Singlaub actually became quite active in the covert
American efforts to recover the “Yamashita treasure”
and, according to Singlaub, “I knew from past
experience that stories of buried Japanese gold in the
Philippines were legitimate. Marcos’s $12 billion
fortunate actually came from [this] treasure, not
skimmed-off U.S. aid. But Marcos had only managed
to rake off a dozen or so of the biggest sites. That
left well over a hundred untouched.”
This, of course, means that Yamashita’s gold—
which amounts to certainly hundreds of billions in
value, probably trillions—was a real source of power
and influence for Marcos and, in the end, proved not
only to be a source of his rise to power, but,
ultimately, his undoing.
The Seagraves relate—echoing The Spotlight—
that when Marcos demanded a higher-than-usual
commission for lending a portion of his gold horde to
the Reagan administration in order to prop up a
Reagan scheme to manipulate the world gold market,
this was the beginning of Marcos’ downfall. As a
consequence, then U.S. CIA-Director William Casey
set in motion the riots and protests that began creating
trouble for Marcos in the streets of Manila.
Although Casey flew to Manila, along with U.S.
Treasury Secretary Donald Regen, CIA economist
Professor Higdon and an attorney, Lawrence Kreager,
to give Marcos a “last chance”, the Philippine
nationalist would not buckle. Higdon told Marcos that
he would be out of power “in two weeks” for not
appeasing the international banking houses and their
agents in the American administration.
The Seagraves report that a source close to
Marcos advised them that Marcos was then
approached by an emissary from David Rockefeller’s
Trilateral Commission asking Marcos to contribute $54
billion in gold bullion to a so-called “global development
fund”. Marcos’ response was to consign the Trilateral
demand into a waste basket.
In no short order, of course, Marcos was forced
from office and flown to Hawaii with his family where
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they were held effectively under house arrest.
Marcos and his wife told many people—including
reporters from The Spotlight—that they had never
expected to be taken to Hawaii, that they had, instead,
expected to be flown to safety from Manila to Marcos’
home island of Ilocos Norte.
In the meantime, billions of dollars worth of gold
certificates that the Marcos [couple] had taken with
them were confiscated by the U.S. government. But
when the Marcoses demanded the return of the
certificates, the U.S. said the certificates were “fake”.
In other words, the Reagan administration casually
and ruthlessly stole billions from the Marcos, at the
same time helping perpetuate the media myth that the
Marcos family had stolen billions from their own
nation’s treasury.
(And it should be noted, for the historical record,
that one of the key behind-the-scenes Reagan
administration operatives plotting against Marcos was
one Paul Wolfowitz, now internationally known today
as one of the prime movers behind the American
effort to depose Saddam Hussein—probably no
coincidence considering Saddam’s refusal, like Marcos,
to surrender his nation’s sovereignty to international
banking interests.)
The Seagraves also outline—and this will
interest many people—the strange dealings of the
John Birch Society (as far back as the mid-1970s)
in a scheme to cut business arrangements with the
Marcos regime in the marketing of some $20 billion
of Marcos’ private gold horde. These deals fell
through and, in the end, the Birchers fell out with
their partners in the scheme.
Evidently
Congressman Larry McDonald (D-Ga.), then a
leader of the Birch group, was privy to these events
and thus evidently knew quite a bit about the
international Black Eagle Trust at the time of his
death. [The “shoot down” of flight KAL 007 is still
surrounded by mystery.]
Considering the fact that The Spotlight was the
only American newspaper to honestly report on the
behind-the-scenes intrigues that led to the destruction
of Ferdinand Marcos, it was no coincidence that after
his ouster, Marcos gave The Spotlight several exclusive
interviews at his home in exile in Hawaii, pushing The
Spotlight to the top of a long list of worldwide
newspapers clamoring for the opportunity to interview
the fallen leader.
It turns out that, at precisely the time when The
Spotlight was interviewing Marcos, a young American
CIA operative, Alan Foringer, was deeply involved in
the covert operations trying to secure what remained
of the Yamashita (and Marcos) gold.
So, it’s probably no coincidence, again, that
Foringer popped up at The Spotlight’s offices on a
number of occasions, posing as an international
businessman. It was only the publication of the
Seagraves’ book that exposed precisely who
Foringer really was: a CIA figure trying to find out
what The Spotlight knew (if anything) about the
Marcos treasure. Foringer himself later died under
mysterious circumstances, probably a victim of
murder.
These are just a few of the revelations appearing
in the 332 detail-packed pages of this remarkable new
book, one which is thoroughly documented. The
Seagraves know that they risked a great deal by
bringing out these facts but they say right up front that
“if we are murdered, readers will have no difficulty
figuring out who ‘they’ are.”
Pedigree
The author, Michael Collins Piper, spent a day
with former Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos
and his wife Imelda at their home in exile in Honolulu,
Hawaii in April of 1987.
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Interesting Visitors Signal
Foreclosure Of Philippines
8/25/04—#1 (18-9)
WED., AUG. 25, 2004 8:00 A.M. YR 18, DAY 9
Manila, Philippines

infrastructure of government and business. It is the
mark of the game players themselves.
I don’t know if John I can capture the picture or
not but it certainly would lend itself well to, say, page
RE: ISRAEL ENTERS PHILIPPINES IN FULL TWO of the paper. [The photo below is not from the
COMPLEMENT—GCH/D
STAR but serves the purpose of identifying Mr. Sagi.]
You certainly do not want headline reference to the
* * *
focus, please. Just let the information flow for I must
ISRAELI PROBLEMS IN PASIG RIVER CITY protect YOU while also making a public statement that
PAY ATTENTION TO PUBLISHER: MAXIMO SOLIVEN we KNOW and “they” need to KNOW WE KNOW!
“Just a little tourist visit to Third World
There are no coincidences or accidents
in politics, and even when you think parties
are not politicians, they are.
The Philippine STAR (STAR) now
being THE establishment tool of the
Administration and “Do In the Philippine
PEOPLE,” you must be aware of what is
coming down the road full steam ahead.
This will evolve from out of the shadows
and into full diplomatic “indiscretions”
before your clouded eyes while publicity
will be minimal but at the same time,
FRONT PAGE worthy.
Yes indeed, secretary, I would also
rather just keep on playing with the gold
books and interested parties but that will
NOT get our job done and, more
specifically, functional.
You have known for long that the
Mossad is the major operating “intelligence
resource” of the “foreign” infiltrators but I
don’t think you realize how blatant it has
now become. Even VK might shudder at
the brazen show-and-tell (on the planners).
At the bottom right of the FRONT
PAGE of the STAR today, August 9, 2004
is a picture of three men; Max V. Soliven,
Eliezer Sandberg and really important;
Ambassador to the Philippines, Yehoshua
Sagi. [You see, “Jesus” by any name
does not make the teacher be the same.]
Cut out this picture and post it for you
are seeing a very important player [Sagi],
and be able to recognize him, please. George
Bush should also beware but then politicians
of such high-ranking advantage don’t usually
pay attention, especially at re-election time.
I know; just when you thought it was safe to go Philippines?” I don’t think even you could be that
back in the water, the sharks rally in ever-larger naïve. But of course, that is up to you and this will
threatening pods.
probably elicit full-force cannon fire from one VK, so
You will not be given the real reason for such be alert.
Israeli attention, YET, but please stay tuned to this
I, further, want you to pay attention to the
station over the next few critical weeks. The mouthing going on about phasing out the CIA (Agency,
Philippines is not only in bankruptcy but also in full- Company). The remaining CIA are pretty good guys
blown FORECLOSURE. And no, you actually don’t for the most part as the full control of such intelligence
hold a fallback position as to safety and comfort. Just operations, including the FBI, has been slowly but
stay the course, share the information and realize both surely turned over to higher-directors and trainers—
the implications and the potential Banking Cartel who also supply weapons of global magnitude. Where
“management” teams.
do you think the guns and equipment originate and just
I am sorry to bring it to your attention for some WHO IN THE U.S. PAYS THE BILL?
will certainly refer to our suggestions to watch the
So be it, for we are not going to get involved and
backsides as some “hate” or anti-something leaning. forewarning is being forearmed. Just let it be your
No, it is always the way of downfalls and take-over further confirmation of the importance of both location
as the Jewish mercenaries take positions in the very and manipulation. Traitors and treason-agents abound
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in days of such chaos and take-over.
Hold your breath and note WITH WHOM these
“diplomats” visit and you will find your clues in full
abundance. And yes, I know, you thought they would
never come out of the woodwork and into the light.
So be this as well. “KNOW THINE ENEMIES”
certainly comes directly and instantly to mind—doesn’t
it?
I ask you, Dharma, to type in the caption under the
picture for I want you to cement it into your mind,
please.
[QUOTING CAPTION:]
Newly appointed Israeli MINISTER OF
INFRASTRUCTURE, Eliezer Sandberg (center),
who arrived here from Jerusalem, told STAR
publisher/chairman Max V. Soliven, in a one-onone visit, that the 6.7 million Israelis—including
Arabs who’re Israeli citizens—live peaceful,
hardworking lives, despite all those lurid accounts
of conflict and suicide bombings. Sandberg, a
lawyer and former army prosecutor born in the
port city of Haifa, is a FORMER
DEPUTY SPEAKER OF THE KNESSET
14 (the Israeli parliament), FORMER
MINISTER OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY,
AND
DEPUTY
MINISTER OF EDUCATION, CULTURE
AND SPORTS. He was accompanied to
the meeting by ISRAELI AMBASSADOR
YEHOSHUA SAGI (right), A RETIRED
MAJOR GENERAL AND FORMER
HEAD OF INTELLIGENCE, A
MEMBER OF THE 12 TH Knesset
(Parliament) and ex-mayor of Bat Yam
(two terms) who had fought in ALL OF
HIS COUNTRY’S WARS, including the
1967 Six-Day War, the 1973 Yom
Kippur War and the 1987 Intifada.
They told Soliven that the 700-kilometer
‘wall’ condemned by the Palestinians
and recently by the International Court
was unjustly criticized since it is
designed only to protect Israel from
suicide attackers, armed infiltrators and
saboteurs—and 92 percent is not wall
but a mere fence. ‘Israel is pictured as
a different country—a war-torn one—in
BBC and CNN, and an even more
different one in Al-Jazeera Arab TV, but
the reality is that Israelis lead normal
lives. We strike back only when we’re
attacked,’ Sandberg said. He also
called on DILG SECRETARY ANGELO
REYES, ENERGY SECRETARY VINCE
PEREZ, DOTC SECRETARY LARRY
MENDOZA AND THE OTHER DAY ON
THEN DFA SECRETARY DELIA
ALBERT (DFA SECRETARY ALBERTO
ROMULO TOOK OVER YESTERDAY).
[END OF QUOTING]
Please note that those alphabet offices are the
most critical positions in the nation. DILG=Department
Interior and Local Government; DOTC=Department of
Transportation and Commerce and of course
DFA=Department of Foreign Affairs.
Who knows, it may only be an attempt to convince
that a bunch of “mere fences” about and around parts
of Mindanao might well handle those awful “Muslims”
since experience has shown that those mighty fences
make good neighbors in every instance used, i.e.
Berlin, etc. Of course I am sarcastically JESTING but
some interesting people read my sarcasm as some
factual attitude of absolutes.
The point is that diplomats always come before
the real program finalizes and this is no different. And
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believe me, please, THIS IS PLANNED LIMITED
PUBLICITY AS ALL THE OTHER MAJOR
ENCOUNTERS WILL CERTAINLY BE FAR
MORE PRIVATE, SECRET AND SHELTERED!
Why do you suppose a “former HEAD of
Intelligence (MOSSAD)” is the Israeli ambassador
TO THE PHILIPPINES? God rest ye merry
gentlemen as ye dance your way to perdition.
Will all our work end in the hands of these Holy
Land gamesmen? Perhaps, my friends, perhaps. Man
remains blind, deaf and quite dumb.
Can a GMA stand up to the pressures? NO!
She has proven her total weakness and greed over and
over again. Meanwhile the new DOT (Department of
Tourism) aims at 5 Million tourists a year? Oh WOW
PHILIPPINES!
Does this observation, further, mean that I am
somehow accusing the “Jeus” (Jews, so named in the
13th Century and NOT in ancient Israel as these were
Khazarian Zionists) as “anti-Christ”? Yes, of course,
for the whole “thing” back in the time of the “Jesus”
called the “Christ” was fully denied as credible by all
those present in the shadow of what has evolved as
Jewish law [now U.S. law, per Public Law 102-14].
It is NOT insulting; it is simply the way it is.
These religious “Jews” divided themselves again
into the Talmudists and further divided EVERYONE
into two groups: Jews and Gentiles. Jews are those
which are classified properly as to “them” and ALL
OTHERS ARE GENTILES.
Now, to pay a bit closer attention to your
predicament as might relate to this topic: Israel is the
only “other” nation on the globe that holds your wealth
in stashes alongside the nuclear arsenal in the Negev
Desert. You nice U.S. citizens paid for it ALL so
why to complain? I’m sure (sarcasm again, please)
that you will be amply protected in all your freedoms
and rights under those nice agreements and treaties.
After all, Alan Dershowitz (outstandingly famous
lawyer and Jewish LEADER) proclaimed the U.S. as
“THE NEW ISRAELI HOMELAND” nearly two
decades ago after the legislature in Washington
integrated into law the religion of the Noahide Laws.
Oh no, please, go look it up AGAIN! Perhaps some
computer searchers can make reference to our own
offerings over the years.
[We have covered the Noahide Laws on so many
occasions that a complete listing would take up too much
space. One of the earliest and most comprehensive
treatments of the subject was given shortly after Public
Law 102-14 was passed in 1991: “The Ultimate World
Order” (GCH 9/19/92-#1) appeared in the PHOENIX
LIBERATOR 9/22/92 edition and is well worth re-reading
now we have come this much further down the road.
Also see Journal #55: Marching to Zion: The Ultimate
World Order.]
Does God condemn these war-brokers? Goodness
no—GOD ALLOWS and THAT is the point of the
experience. Evil or good, GOD ALLOWS.
Now, how many of you want me and my little
team to fix it? Please raise your hand! The response
is BS and Hogwash! I and “my little team” didn’t
“break it”. My “little team” can’t even afford to pay
the electricity bill to these self-same broker/controllers.
We “can’t” physically do more for you, friends,
and those are simply the facts of the matter. We will
continue to bring you the interesting, the progressive
positives and the entirely ugly—but we cannot FIX
anything for you or anyone else.
Beware the party games and musical chairs—for
local “Rome” is in full blazing demise. Moreover,
there are abundant supplies of “slaves” in this place to
serve those masters at the puppet strings.
GCH
dharma
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Hornets From Israel And
Nukes In The Negev Desert
8/26/04—#1 (18-10)
THU., AUG. 26, 2004 11:44 A.M. YR 18, DAY 10
Manila, Philippines
RE: HORNETS FROM ISRAEL AMID LOCAL
PHILIPPINE DEVASTATION, HUNGER, “FISCAL
CRISIS” AND HOW HAVE “YOU” MISSED IT
ALL?—GCH/D
PERDITION IS ALSO CHAOS AND OVERLOAD
In recognition of each daily perception and sorting
for input we are totally buried in material which, if
allowed to do so, would keep us totally immobile.
“Everyone”, including EJ, for instance, waits for me to
sort topics and priorities and yet in the middle of the
influx of seemingly urgent information of the moment,
a secretary is buried by the debris and myriads of bits
and pieces which find no space or time for either
publishing or demanding “study” by the recipients.
A good example is today’s urgent public
information that the Retirement and Pension program
of the Armed Forces and Police is BANKRUPT.
Many of our own acquaintances are subject to cut-off
of all income and STILL THEY DON’T EVEN
ATTEND THE INFORMATION EXCEPT TO
COMPLAIN AND DOODLE WHILE WE, AND
THEY, HOLD THE SOLUTION TO THAT
PROBLEM AND OTHERS DOOMING THE
NATION TO PERDITION.
With gold in the bank supposedly and needing, at
the least, court ordered inventory, the band twiddles
along. I too am weary of the inch-worm and crab
mentality that fiddles while Rome burns to the very
ground.
I will state right here for my team that we will
diligently call attention to the unfolding events as
already being presented (not revelation) and move
toward working in other locations more diligently.
We will no longer make much effort to keeping
the assets as in “gold” inside the Philippines. We will
diligently work now toward making the Global Alliance
be the strong point and then make the gold sales to
anywhere, World.
Today Argentina seems to be a real good prospect
and yes we can have input to the outcome of other
resource exportation and sales. We are in favor of
our
public
resources
[coming
soon:
<www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com>; meanwhile
(and see also): <www.PreferredNetwork.com>]
posting just about anything they choose worthy that
backs our products, programs and projects. We have
kept free of Internet wrangles in order to keep
distractions to a dull roar instead of a more timeconsuming confrontation.
WHISTLEBLOWERS
I suggest as to the most recent disinformation of
the lengthy garbage spread by VK Durham that there
starts to be some Internet postings of our own now
that we have a site or two through which to work in
a RESPECTED site beyond titillation and
DISINFORMATION. Our programs are worthy of
TRUTH presentation and that which honors

compatriots who are actually making every effort,
including risking immeasurably their lives and
reputations, to accomplish some modicum of a better
way.
Never mind the titillation of “extraterrestrials”.
Try the FACT that yea, even you and God are
extraterrestrials. Only your BODY PHYSICAL is
terrestrial—all other is totally extraterrestrial. You just
don’t yet know how to manipulate or run the apparatus
that allows interchanging with that reality.
I have a long time relationship with those nice
whistleblowers running about in the “Conspiracy”
circles of intrigue. My own identified entity is listed,
according to your involved players, as ABOVE A-6 as
to access clearance. Fine, I have no need for more
and certainly have no need for that much. I have no
reason to prove anything to anyone but I repeat: It is
time to start proving your intentions to me! I serve
God, not Satan’s perdition.
While we play in the games I would note a few
things which all fall into the order sequence of needing
to be “next” but obviously can’t be ALL handled at
once nor can you handle the information processing all
at one sitting.
We need to give full attention to facts as to Israel
and actual nuclear danger from that sector.
CONFIRMATIONS
We also need to mention some “proof” items of
our own program as regards the GOLD in the
Philippines and on which we are just touching the
publicity information. It involved such as RUSSELL
HERMAN in the very construction of the programs in
Manila in the Marcos days of U.S. wine, roses and
traitor-turncoats still in full operation. So, for starters,
we will mention the most recent writing come into our
attention by one of our most favorite and respected
writers of Final Judgment, Michael Collins Piper of
American Free Press.
I do not wish to push anything off onto any of
those writers or journalists; we have a program and
have no “profit/interest” in sharing information with
them or anyone else. I would like, however to give
confirmation to my own team that I know what I am
doing and that we have far more information than
touches the circuits.
I will ask that we just put into place here a couple
of paragraphs of Piper’s “Exclusive” regarding the
Secret WWII Gold Horde (Philippines). I would also
note that at that time John Coleman did some
intensive and insightful writings on the topic of Marcos
and the shams and thefts.
But that is not my point here as we continue to
struggle with arguments as to the involvement of one
Russell Herman and any association with that which
is
claimed,
UNLAWFULLY
AND
FRAUDULENTLY, BY VK DURHAM. In fact,
“fraud” is a very gracious label to place on the
woman and her outrageous lies.
On page 5 of 6, in Piper’s little writing regarding
this topic of gold in the Philippines and Seagraves’
book on the matter, let me quote:
“Considering the fact that The Spotlight was the
only American newspaper to honestly report on the
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behind-the-scenes intrigues that led to the destruction
of Ferdinand Marcos, it was no coincidence that after
his ouster, Marcos gave The Spotlight several exclusive
interviews at his home in exile in Hawaii, pushing The
Spotlight to the top of a long list of worldwide
newspapers clamoring for the opportunity to interview
the fallen leader.
“It turns out that, at precisely the time when
The Spotlight was interviewing Marcos, a young
American CIA operative, ALAN FORINGER,
was deeply involved in the covert operations
trying to secure what remained of the Yamashita
(and Marcos) gold.
“So, it’s probably no coincidence, again, that
Foringer popped up at The Spotlight’s offices on
a number of occasions, posing as an international
businessman. It was only the publication of the
Seagraves’ book that exposed precisely who
Foringer really was: a CIA figure trying to find
out what The Spotlight knew (if anything) about the
Marcos treasure. Foringer himself later died
under mysterious circumstances, probably a
victim of murder.”
END QUOTING EXCERPT
While we look at this interesting point it is also
noted that “Alan Foringer” was NOT the man’s true
name as is the usual modus operandi of special
agents—INCLUDING ANYONE AS HIGH-LEVEL
AS RUSSELL HERMAN IN ASSOCIATION
DIRECTLY WITH CIA DIRECTOR GEORGE H.
W. BUSH.
You will also note, while we pay attention to Israeli
involvement into everything globally important, that one
of the prime players was Senator Lugar, a recognized
Jewish Israeli “Firster”. These guys have never NOT
been involved. The problem now, however, is that the
Titans are clashing and are eating one another’s
lunches as fast as is possible.
I would like for VK Durham in her claimed
knowing of everything that took place, and is taking
place, to GIVE US INFORMATION ON THIS
ALAN FORINGER! This is just a point of interest as
she seems to get everything else WRONG.
TERRORISTS
You further want to claim the CIA trained those
terrible terrorists in Afghanistan? Try on the Mossad
for better reference, for it has been the more
prominent KGB, British Intelligence and MOSSAD
that have trained the more rogue players in the
American CIA and now, FBI. All of this is being fully
qualified and revealed by the newly recognized
terrorists in Asia who also have all the modern
weapons provided to them by the same “masters of
the trade”.
I will offer Piper’s short writing when we get
back to discussions regarding the Seagraves’ book but
I first want to share the information on Mordechai
Vanunu, Israel’s most famous dissident. And that I
wish to directly take from the press (American Free
Press) who managed to get exclusive interviews. It
will be no “scoop” for we would never “scoop”
another’s work. You will note, in addition, that
American Free Press has been attacked even as to
attempted assassination of its writers and staff BY
ISRAELI OPERATIVES AND “CLUBS”, i.e. ADL,
et al.
I bring up the VK element in this tale because VK
denied that Russell had anything to do either in or
about the Philippines while claiming at the same time
that somehow Russell got the reconnection of the U.S.
into China with Nixon yet.
We can’t even determine just who VK “slew” for
surely it cannot be long doubted that Russell Herman
would leave this precious and deadly asset into the

hands of an irrational con artist such as VK and her
buddies. Is it possible that perhaps VK has not the
slightest idea of what took place or who are the
players—REALLY? She is an elderly and mentally
challenged woman seeking for some modicum of
attention and Fairy Tale existence.
Now EJ, I suggest you pull out a couple of writeups and copies of The Spotlight article regarding
Ramos and “get rid of Erap” and share it with some
of the new contacts in the Foundation circles.
WE ARE NOT GOING TO INVOLVE IN
POLITICS AND IT MUST BE TOTALLY CLEAR
AS TO THAT STANCE!
ASSETS & HUNGER
We have a major asset and the Foundation
likewise has a very major asset and it goes under
“Order of Law” and never mind the absurd games as
to who might be wielding the whip in the sadistic
camps of would-be Kings.
The people of the Philippines are listed now as
having 8 out of 10 FAMILIES—HUNGRY!
Therefore, further foot-dragging as to the share owed
TO THE PEOPLE is unacceptable and the delayers
are as guilty as the refusers in solving this crisis.
Manila is afloat today while rainfall may well be
abundant but not outrageous in a tropical place.
Everything is so abused and dilapidated as to be
remarkably expected as to disasters. And yet, still
more “fiddling’, blame-games and DO NOTHING!
Our job is not to be here to write newspaper
articles, share inside information or DO ANYTHING
FOR ANYONE. Furthermore, we are not here to
argue, debate or become “first contacts” with some
extraterrestrials from such as Anunnaki lineage or
from the absurd assumed places of the outrageous.
I warned every one of you right from the beginning
that I am a hard task-master and I believe I have
proven that point if nothing more. You will not place
me in some stupidly silly position of communicating
insects or intervening savior. God provides the way
and the ability—YOU DO THE WORK OR IT
WILL NOT BE DONE!
What you come to be is up to you and certainly
we are not going to spend endless days in repetition of
that which we have written hundreds of times prior to
now. Moreover, if you do not wish to read our
presentations and become informed, we have to move
on—for your accounting of “human time” waits for no
man.
NUKES IN THE NEGEV
Next I ask that CONTACT give full credit as
were the guidelines for use of the material directly
from American Free Press and share the Vanunu
article from the front page of the August 9, 2004 lead
article, Front Page.
I also ask that the Editorial on page 3 be
reprinted.
I would like to also note that you may join us and
share, or, you certainly may deny and you know the
rest of the statement. So be it, choices are YOURS.
God allows—never demands.
However, my people are not here to kibitz or to
cajole and that seems to be the expected attitude of
many readers and accusers. TRUTH IS and that is
sufficient, for to “argue” with liars is abundantly stupid
in its very expression. And, furthermore, we will get
to the more recent “set the record straight” with VK,
et al., when it is convenient and we have time to
spare to such continuing drivel. I repeat that she is a
fraud and all the arguments will not change that
FACT. Further quibbling is no longer more than
wasteful except for the final historical record of the
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circumstances themselves.
We do need continual update on the postings and
information because we must never lose sight or the
importance of reference “time” limitations in the rule
of law applicable to these fraudulent activities
perpetrated and presented by the adversaries in their
outright intent of disinformation. Who pays them for
their sick-services? I believe we all know that answer,
don’t we?
BUT HOW CAN WE BE SURE?
There are another couple of books on which we
will focus and use as reminders, other than our own,
which contain all you could possibly use if you would
but acquire the Journals and/or get out your own and
READ THEM AGAIN. [Available Phoenix
Journals can be obtained through Phoenix Source
Distributors, 1-800-800-5565. Coming soon:
<www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com>. International
orders may be placed through The Preferred Network
in Canada: <www.PreferredNetwork.com>, 1-250248-5591. For a listing of Phoenix Journals
resources, see: <www.PhoenixSourceCanada.com>.]
We will reference Uri Dowbenko’s
BUSHWHACKED and most certainly again focus on
Al Martin’s THE CONSPIRATORS.
That is simply for reference so that Phoenix
Source and PSC can check out sources.
I want you to be able to read these and find the
same names popping up in each and also in OUR
OWN POSITION. You want confirmation? Then you
need to GET THE CONFIRMATION!
You will also find references which abundantly are
shared as by John Coleman and whose work, after
we typed and published the book, “300”, George
Green took funds for the publication directly from us
and stole the books in addition, thus bankrupting John
Coleman in the process. This is the same GG who
stole Billy Meier’s pictures, etc. Interesting? Not
particularly but certainly most revealing and causes us
to be less than impressed by opinions as expressed
otherwise about ourselves. I, Hatonn, personally do
not care one iota what is said about or against me. I
AM and arguing about it doesn’t change an iota of the
fact of it.
Do we feel remiss in some way? No, nothing
was taken by our people but it went out and thefts
from us were overwhelming. So be it.
Dr. Coleman, however, chose to move TO
NEVADA with George Green, along with some of our
own equipment, computers, etc., after which we never
received more than a thank you for the endless
HOURS of work and “ready-for-print” manuscripts.
Coleman was far from the only one suffering the same
thefts and infringements. Oh well? No, totally
unsuitable in all aspects yet to be further confronted if
the abused can hang on for a bit longer. I do not,
however, have any intentions of helping anyone who
has deliberately damaged this program or this team.
We are often asked to “help” those who actually have
done everything possible to stop us or damage us. It
is time man learns that he is accountable and
responsible and not divas playing at toadstool hopping.
I would close now so that attention can be turned
to other considerations. Life just continues to happen
while we would truly like to attend other plans.
Remember that God is not without conditions—HE IS
ABSOLUTE IN HIS LOVE.
You are the
experiencer and the chooser—and that is just the
WAY IT IS.
Salu and may light be ever upon your very
thoughts so that wisdom can guide your way in all
ways.
GCH
dharma
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American Free Press
Update: Mordecai Vanunu
free Vanunu. We will continue to report on his condition
in the hopes that the publicity we generate will force
other media to report this news and American and Israeli
officials to finally grant this courageous whistleblower his
Israel’s continued detention of Mordecai Vanunu, the much-deserved freedom.
Israeli whistleblower who exposed the country’s secret
VANUNU SPEAKS
nuclear arsenal, contravenes international law. That
American Free Press, 8/9/04
should surprise no one. After all, Israel has always
By Christopher Bollyn
shown a total disregard for the opinions of the
international community. Two decades ago Israeli agents
seized, drugged and spirited Vanunu out of Britain under
Mordechai Vanunu, Israel’s most famous dissident
the noses of the British authorities. However, one of the free after 18 years in prison, is ready to defy the severe
most disturbing aspects of the Vanunu affair is the restrictions imposed upon him by the Israeli military and
ongoing failure of U.S. politicians and America’s main- tell the western media everything he knows about the
stream media to highlight his plight or recognize that he Middle East’s largest secret arsenal of weapons of mass
has served more than 11 years in solitary confinement destruction. However, because the hidden stockpiles
and is entitled to basic human rights.
belong to Israel, no American news outlet is interested in
In April, following his release from custody, scores of discussing this, except American Free Press.
militant Israelis violently demonstrated as he left prison.
“I have sacrificed my freedom and risked my life in
Consequently, he has feared for his safety.
order to expose the danger of nuclear weapons, which
During an exclusive interview, he told AFP he has threaten this whole region,” Vanunu said in an exclusive
had to remain in St. George’s Cathedral in Jerusalem interview with American Free Press on July 28.
because he feels more comfortable among foreigners and
Vanunu spent 18 years in an Israeli prison—11 and
Palestinians. So, even now he is far from being a free a half of them in solitary confinement—for providing
man. But that is not the whole story. The Israeli evidence of Israel’s nuclear arsenal to a British
government has forbidden him to leave the country, to newspaper in 1986. “I acted on behalf of all citizens and
talk to foreign media or to have contact with foreigners. all of humanity,” said Vanunu.
If he wishes to change his address, he must give Israel’s
In October 1986, Vanunu, a nuclear technician who
security services 48 hours notice, and, if he wants to had worked at the Dimona Nuclear Power Plant in the
travel within Israel, he must seek permission 24 hours in Negev Desert for 10 years, traveled to London and gave
advance and explain where he intends to go.
photographic evidence to The Sunday Times that Israel
AFP’s interview with him shows he remains resolute was secretly developing nuclear weapons. Two months
in the face of Israeli government efforts to restrict his earlier he had converted to Christianity while traveling in
movements and to silence him. He knows he risks going Australia.
back to jail for talking to us.
After having learned about the secret production of
Most knowledgeable observers see the treatment of plutonium for nuclear weapons at Dimona, in 1985
him as a deliberate act of revenge since he no longer Vanunu believed it was his responsibility to inform the
poses any threat, and after two decades has no new citizens of the world that an arsenal of nuclear weapons
insight into Israel’s nuclear ambitions and its atomic was being created in Israel.
arsenal. His story mirrors that of another Israeli whistleVanunu provided evidence and described how Israel
blower, Victor Ostrovsky. Ostrovsky managed to flee had built an arsenal of over 200 nuclear bombs and
Canada after revealing Mossad’s history of assassinating neutron bombs. Before The Times’s story was even
its enemies. Agents were sent to kill him and firebombed published, however, Vanunu had been lured to Rome and
his home in Canada. He had to flee to Arizona, where kidnapped by Israeli secret service agents. A secret trial
he still lives. That did not prevent Mossad from trying followed, and Vanunu was locked in a tiny, windowless
to discredit him and destroy him economically. The cell for more than a decade.
Israeli government has always exacted revenge against
When Vanunu was released from an Israeli prison
anyone who exposed their nuclear or intelligence on April 21, the Israeli military authorities imposed severe
ambitions and actions.
restrictions on his freedom. He is banned from leaving
Vanunu’s story also highlights the power of the Israeli the country, confined to an assigned residence and denied
lobby in Washington, because no politician or reporter has the right to be in contact with journalists or foreigners.
raised his plight on Capitol Hill or to an American
The human rights organization Amnesty International
audience. In stark contrast, the U.S. has berated other (AI) protested the restrictions imposed on Vanunu saying
nations for trying to acquire nuclear weapons and has on April 19: “Vanunu must not be subject to arbitrary
protested human rights abuses across the globe, but not restrictions and violations of his fundamental rights on the
in this case.
basis of pretexts or suspicions about what he may do in
Surely Vanunu did the world a favor by revealing that the future.”
Israel, at the center of one of the most volatile parts of
The restrictions on Vanunu’s movement, speech and
the globe, was building a nuclear arsenal. Therefore, his association violate the International Covenant on Civil and
plight should be of concern to the United States and its Political Rights, which Israel has ratified and is obliged to
allies. After all, we invaded Iraq because it was wrongly uphold, according to AI.
alleged that Saddam had a nuclear capability. We placed
While Israeli officials contend the restrictions are to
embargoes on Northern Korea and have increased prevent Vanunu from divulging information about Israel’s
pressure on Iran to give up its nuclear ambitions. nuclear arsenal, AI sees it differently:
Conversely, the U.S. conveniently wears a blindfold when
“Israel’s determination to curtail Vanunu’s freedom
Israel’s nuclear stockpile is mentioned. In fact, Israel has and contact with the outside world seem to be intended
consistently refused to discuss its arsenal or to reveal the to prevent him from revealing details of his abduction by
numbers of warheads it possesses.
Israeli secret service agents 18 years ago in Rome in
AFP applauds those groups that are working to help what was clearly an unlawful act,” AI said.
AFP EDITORIAL: VANUNU DID WORLD A FAVOR
American Free Press, 8/9/04
Courtesy of Willis Carto
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According to Jonathan Cook of The Guardian in
Britain, Vanunu’s brother, Meir, who lives with him at St.
George’s, says there is another motive for the restrictions
and confinement of Israel’s most famous dissident:
Vanunu’s release brings attention to Israel’s nuclear
arsenal at precisely the moment when the justification for
attacking Saddam Hussein’s Iraq—his possession of
weapons of mass destruction—is shown to have been
hollow.
“If Vanunu were free to talk, he might remind the
world that the greatest threat to Middle East peace
comes not from Baghdad but from Tel Aviv,” Cook
wrote. “That is a message neither America nor Britain
wants to hear right now.”
The same controlled U.S. media networks that sent
embedded reporters into combat in Iraq and published
false reports about that nation’s alleged weapons of mass
destruction, are seemingly afraid to go to St. George’s
Cathedral in East Jerusalem and interview Vanunu,
Israel’s most famous dissident and peace activist, for fear
of crossing a line drawn by the Israeli military.
American Free Press, however, and the Londonbased Arabic language newspaper Al Hayat have
interviewed Vanunu recently from St. George’s, where
he has sought asylum in the Anglican church compound
a short distance from the U.S. Consulate in East
Jerusalem.
Behind the JFK Assassination
Comments made by Vanunu during an interview with
Al Hayat’s weekly magazine Al Wassat, published on
July 25, made headlines around the world but were
completely ignored in the United States, where they could
have caused immense political damage to Israel. As The
Jerusalem Post’s article headline read, “Vanunu: Israel
behind JFK assassination.”
Russia’s Pravda article of July 27 began: “Israel
may be implicated in the biggest crime of the past
century, which took place in Dallas in 1963.”
Iran’s Tehran Times, writing from Jerusalem, said:
“In a startling accusation, nuclear whistleblower
Mordechai Vanunu has alleged that Jerusalem was
behind the assassination of U.S. President John F.
Kennedy, who was exerting pressure on the then Israeli
head of state to shed light on the Dimona nuclear plant.”
Similar articles appeared in newspapers around the
world, but in the United States this explosive news was
only reported by wire services and in Jewish newspapers.
Vanunu’s comments that there are “near-certain
indications” that Israel was involved in the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy support the thesis of
Michael Collins Piper, presented in his book Final
Judgment, that Israeli agents played a key role in the
murder.
AFP asked Vanunu to explain his comments about
Israeli involvement in the murder of President Kennedy.
“My view is that Kennedy was assassinated because
of his strong opposition to [Israeli prime minister] Ben
Gurion,” Vanunu said.
At the time, Ben Gurion was working to create a
nuclear arsenal for Israel.
The group that was involved with Ben Gurion in
developing and protecting Israel’s nuclear arsenal “was
behind the assassination of Kennedy”, Vanunu said.
As Piper documents in Final Judgment, Kennedy’s
resistance to Israel becoming a nuclear-armed state led
to increasing hostility between the two leaders until Ben
Gurion resigned in June 1963. Kennedy had realized that
the Israelis were producing illegal nuclear weapons from
the nuclear reactor given to Israel in 1959 under the
“Atoms for Peace” program.
In the Al Wassat interview, Vanunu said: “Israel
possesses between 100 and 200 nuclear weapons,
including a neutron bomb and hydrogen bombs, which are
tenfold in their effect. If an atomic bomb can kill 100,000
people then the hydrogen bomb can kill a million.
“We do not know which irresponsible Israeli prime
minister will take office and decide to use nuclear
weapons in the struggle against neighboring Arab
countries,” The Jerusalem Post reported Vanunu having
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said. “What has already been exposed about the
weapons Israel is holding [is that they] can destroy the
region and kill millions.”
A ‘Second Chernobyl’
Vanunu also warned of the environmental dangers of
nuclear leaks at Israel’s antiquated nuclear facility at
Dimona. An earthquake or nuclear accident at Dimona
could result in the “leaking of nuclear radiation,
threatening millions of people in neighboring countries”,
Vanunu said.
Jordan, in particular, was mentioned as being in
danger of nuclear contamination. “Dimona’s chimneys
do not operate unless the winds blow in the direction of
Jordan,” Vanunu said.
A Jordanian government spokesman, Asma Khader,
responded promptly to Vanunu’s claim, saying, “The
kingdom is free of radiation.”
Vanunu also criticized the recent visit to Israel of
Mohamed El Baradei, head of the UN’s nuclear
watchdog, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA).
“I am very disappointed by Mr. El Baradei because
I expected him to go and inspect the Dimona reactor,”
Vanunu said. “The job of Mr. Baradei is to go and see
if what I said . . . if it’s true.”
Vanunu stressed to AFP his strong desire to speak
with the media despite the restrictions, and provide them
with information and his views on the need for peace—
and a nuclear-free Middle East.
Asked if the U.S. media was interested in meeting
him, Vanunu said “not one” American or British
newspaper or television network had visited him at St.
George’s since his release from prison.
“Why are they in silence?” Vanunu asked AFP about
the U.S. media. “Why is the press not coming to see
me? The media should bring my case to the people and
the politicians. This case must be heard.”
Linda Rothstein, editor of the Chicago-based Bulletin
of Atomic Scientists, however, showed little interest in
Vanunu’s story, saying that Vanunu has his supporters
and that the Bulletin is not an advocacy group.
Likewise, Kay Seok of Human Rights Watch said
that there was nothing they could do. “Nobody at HRW
is working on Israel right now,” she said.
Wants out of Israel
Vanunu desperately wants to leave Israel, where
he is viewed as a traitor, and seek political asylum in
the United States. Nick and Mary Eoloff of St. Paul,
Minnesota, have formally adopted Vanunu and are
ready to provide him sanctuary.
Mrs. Eoloff told AFP that Vanunu’s life is in
danger in Israel.
“I want to go abroad and start my life as a free
man,” Vanunu said after Israel’s high court upheld the
military’s restrictions on his movement and freedom.
“If Israel is a democracy, it should allow me to do it.”
Asked if he had been tortured during his 18 years
in prison, Vanunu said, “Of course.”
He said he had been subjected to “mental and
psychological torture” that was “cruel and barbaric”.
Because he had converted to Christianity he had
received worse treatment than Jewish prisoners, he
said. Vanunu said he had been treated like a
Palestinian and that his captors had tried to “destroy”
him.
“I am a symbol of the will of freedom,” he said.
“You cannot break the human spirit.”
Asked about his supporters in the United States,
Vanunu said: “I need their support to get me out.
Americans should raise their voices with their
congressmen and ask them in a loud voice to visit me
and bring attention to my case.
“My country is not Israel,” Vanunu said. “I want
to be free and to leave Israel.”
“Israel does not respect my basic human rights,”
Vanunu said. “I am denied the freedom of movement
and freedom of speech—like all Palestinians. I want
peace and freedom from all nuclear weapons in the
Middle East.”
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Posters And Imposters
Pretend And Misinform
8/27/04—#1 (18-11)
FRI., AUG. 27, 2004 7:39 A.M. YR 18, DAY 11
Manila, Philippines
RE: IMPOSTERS? REALLY OR DIVINED?
DISCERNMENT IS SOMETIMES DIFFICULT
BUT JUDGMENT IS NEVER APPROPRIATE
“EXCEPT” OF A DEED; NOT A MAN—GCH/D
* * *
POSTERS AND IMPOSTERS
Is “poster” a real word defining an original or real
character or thing? Who cares? What you must
learn to discern, NOT NECESSARILY JUDGE, is
“WHO” is real and who plays games with truth and
wisdom. Who and what is an imposter?
Example: A man tells you he is from outer space
and one of the great “Masters”. He also tells you
enough unconfirmed support nonsense to convince you
that he is a major player. He then tells you to jump
off a 300 ft. cliff. Should you do that? Of course not
for the end result of such foolishness is a bad accident
at best and death of that acclaimed body at worst.
The soul will fly, the body will flop; so “get with the
program” and stop the silly nonsense if you seek truth,
wisdom, knowing and immortality. I can “help” you to
immortality in adventure and expectation—I CANNOT
“GIVE” YOU SAME. Could I give you life
after…..? Possibly, but again, I would have usurped
YOUR RIGHT TO SELF-SOVEREIGNTY. Soul is
extraterrestrial, mortal body is terrestrial—on any
planet you might choose.
There is a whole new brood of “channels” and
“receivers” who pronounce loudly that they are
“Hatonn”? Well, to be imitated is perhaps a great
flattery but CAN NOT be “me”, Gyeorgos Ceres
hATONn, for I am sovereign and unique as are YOU.
If a person comes to you and says, “I am Bruce
Willis”, what say ye? Especially if that person is a
female who introduces herself thusly, you might well
question? Does calling yourself Bruce Willis make you
Bruce Willis? NOT UNLESS THAT IS YOUR
UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION GIVEN UNDER THE
LAW AND RIGHT PASSAGE. Moreover, how
many Bruce Willis’ might there be around the globe or
in the HEAVENS somewhere out there? I will give
you this: If a man says to me I am Jesus Christ or
Bruce Willis I shall address him as Mr. Christ or Mr.
Willis. A man may, in my opinion, call himself
ANYTHING he chooses—even if it is illegal. Further,
if he claims to hear input from outer-spaces—so be it
for if he calls the voice Hatonn or Roy or Bob, it is
NO business of MINE. That is so UNLESS and
UNTIL he infiltrates or makes an effort to change my
program, insert himself/herself into my allotted mission,
or compromise TRUTH. Fools are born every minute
of every day and only the choice to be otherwise is
YOURS.
By the way, friends, the closer we get to making
this mission positively work the more imposters will try
to come aboard. It is the way of the adversary to
always leave chinks in the very wall of truth and fact.
If you want to believe that, for “nothing”, someone
from Petronas (an oil company by the way) will come

yank you off the highway before the truck with
Petronas fuel hits you—forget it, friend. God does not
snatch you from your foolishness but he certainly will
impart wisdom in order to get thee out of the way of
the truck bearing down upon you. He will give you
both the warning, the way and the solution to your
most compromising problem at hand. Your SOUL is
immortal—YOUR BODY IS QUITE MORTAL.
Are there miracles? Of course, but WHO
constructs the miracle and why it is constructed is the
MYSTERY. This is not mysticism, either; it is logic,
reason and MIND. And yes, Alphy and Virginia,
there IS a higher-source MIND, which is ALL
THERE IS AT THE VERY CORE OF IT. And yes,
I would rather teach on these things than any other
Earth task—BUT, it is not my command mission and
I cannot learn anything FOR YOU.
Now, as to Gyeorgos Ceres hATONn, we will
consider that I most certainly do exist and I have
existed in a form you could and can—AND
SHALL—recognize when appropriate. That, however,
is not magic and you will not even recognize it so
please don’t waste time waggling about—for you will
know when it is me.
I, recognized as Hatonn, have plenty of references
among your most powerful “players” in seats of
power. I am considered so high-level and dangerous
to the adversary that my credentials are buried in the
highest secret archives of your governments and
libraries. I find it interesting so I would hope that so
too would you. Why would anyone wish to hide a
benevolent brother? Well, if you are doing dastardly
deeds you certainly want no association with me, now
would you?
I am reminded of a couple of stories originating
with actual physical phone conferences in which my
name was mentioned. This was simply in passing to
your own Col. Al Martin of “Conspiracy” coalition as
involved in the highest treason abounding and who blew
the whistle on the abounders.
My people were only interested in Bonus 3392-181
and its validity while seeking a bit of input as to reality
checks.
When “Hatonn” was spoken the response was
silence and then instant command: “Do not even
speak that name on my phone line.” “That is so high
and dangerous that we will not even use the
reference.” It was further stated that the level of that
person was so high as to have even the records (file)
inaccessible even to the President of the U.S. without
total clearance, which is NOT granted except to the
very few.
My conference people at the speakerphone simply
said that is difficult for us since we work with
“unspoken name” and communicate EVERY DAY
and several times a day.
The content of the phone call was unimportant
other than that the subject under discussion was
verified and actual phone calls to such as George
Bush, Sr. and the Bush Boys were immediately placed
to see if agreements could be worked out. Bush
labeled these “deals” and said that “I am not ready to
deal on that at this time.” OK, so at that time we had
all we needed because the fat was in the fan.
We had not yet formed Global Alliance Investment
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Association as an active venture so dealt with what
“was” and it is reflected in Col. Martin’s books on
conspiracy activities of the highest officers of your
lands.
He did, when publishing, refer to Agent Durham
instead of Russell Herman for protection of Herman.
He knew all about the asset and its use and was
actually a party to the use thereof. He further gave
a bit of misinformation to divert the hounds of Hell
from our backsides.
It is interesting that already the Treasury
Department had offered $250 M. to “make the thing
go away”. My team didn’t have authority under those
specific circumstances at the time to make such a
choice so it didn’t fly in consideration.
I will tell you this much and that is VK Durham
offered the asset to CHINA for some $500 M. She
simply offers now some reflections of her own
attempts and exaggerates them out of all possible
proportions.
We took the asset and put a cap on it and further
limit it by the gold available to jointly collateralize its
value. You see, I am truly not such a bad party. You
need BIG but authentic solutions for your now
impossible nightmare problems.
It is not sufficient to simply say we are from
Anchara or even Pleiades and are going to snatch you
to RAPTURE! RAPTURE AS YOU PERCEIVE
IT WILL NOT HAPPEN! There are no mythical
“saviors” to snatch you to anywhere but I guarantee
you will ascend upon departure of your body—dead or
alive. How far you “ascend” is the only question of
appropriate “altitude”.
Your real “enemies” of sovereign life play on
your foolish aptitude to snatch up any solution called
“free lunch”, “do nothing” or “religious dogma”. They
laugh all the way to their banks, especially those
opiate-serving religions.
Back to Col. Al Martin. I want to protect him for
he certainly tried to dissuade my friends from further
discourse or discussion on the topic of Hatonn with
him on his telephone line.
He finally gave Rick (Martin) the full fear factor
thrust of the following: Consider that “that person” is
on the 128th floor of a building and you think you want
to get there also. You haven’t even made it to the
parking lot, old buddy. That party is so out of reach
that you are laughable in your attempt at contact. Oh,
Ok. The tale went further in that if you make it inside
the building and board an elevator to the top you will
be DEAD before the 80th floor.
Oh my, I said, someone doesn’t understand:
YOU ARE ALREADY ON THE 128 TH FLOOR
“WITH” ME!
Is the above a paraphrase? No, almost verbatim.
Our “Bonus 3392-181” program is valid, real,
established and registered as to holder. All the
“King’s” horses and men cannot “uncreate” it again.
This certainly doesn’t mean that man will USE it
wisely but IT IS and that’s a fact.
We have known it is necessary to carry the asset
one step further and BACK IT WITH COMMODITY
GOLD. So, we HAVE. Bring comfort to yourselves
and read and study the backup information provided.
You don’t have to go far—just to our own
presentations, which can be checked backwards and
forwards in courts of law and registration departments
appropriate.
Now, when some “Duggah” or “Alfraido Cat”
comes along and tells us what we will do with this
program or asset and we are less than gracious—that
party is a FRAUD! My goodness, it takes a bit of
human time to turn about a world headed for Perdition

full steam ahead.
Why the Philippines?
BECAUSE THAT IS WHERE THE BACKUP
IS PLACED AGAINST THIS DAY TO UTILIZE
THIS ASSET. NO MORE; NO LESS. The very
gold itself is marked with the Phoenix engraving stamp.
What is no longer bearing the stamp has been very
carefully melted, remolded and re-stamped. We do
not care about the accusations or affronts, for one
establishes and carries the other and it shall ultimately
be accomplished. God has time but I suggest YOU
do not have much more mortal time to dawdle, quibble,
grab or even debate the matter of my identity or that
of my staff. YOU HAD TO HAVE SOMETHING
“BIG” TO DO THIS JOB AND THUS DO YOU
HAVE SOMETHING “BIG”. Kill the messengers
and kill the goose? Well now, wouldn’t that be about
as bad a blunder as you are capable of making since
your conception of “time” began?
Furthermore, do you see that all the prattling,
rattling, insulting hash thrown at us and/or our program
is naught but harassment and further “makes our
case”?
Are those on my staff weary and impatient? Yes
indeed, HOWEVER, others involved must blossom
and make choices also. With THAT we deal every
moment of every day.
Today in Manila is disaster happening. In addition
to the problems and disasters already happening—
there is Monsoon rain and flooding of gigantic
proportion. This is incredibly terrible for the water is
so polluted as to stagger the imaginings. Every virus
and bacterium that has been spit upon the walks and
into the garbage are now “wetted” and loosed upon the
people. Moreover, more is on the way as the season
is still only just begun.
Who will feed the people? Who will medicate the
masses? Who will actually clean the storm drains
now filled with garbage and rotting debris, even bodies?
WHO? Well, it won’t be the World Health
Organization and it certainly won’t be the unpaid
WORKERS. The people will salvage the trash and
the children will play deadly roulette in the floodwaters
filling every intersection and low spot and produce
MORE disease and all of the quibbling will become
trivial relative to the efforts just to SURVIVE.
GOD has absolute and UNCONDITIONAL
“MERCY” but the wonderment is that Man promises
and promises to be good—and then lies, cheats and
steals until the chips are again down and he has lost
the hand. So, ask for your miracles, pray for your
mercy, and then if you want results of positive
measure: GET TO WORK!
Will we be offended if many, or all in the world,
claim to have “Hatonn”? Nope, it makes not one iota
of difference. When the time becomes appropriate
and we choose to again share as we once did through
the pre-school training, we shall do so—otherwise the
games people play are not our business.
GOD GUARANTEES IMMORTAL LIFE—
“YOU” DETERMINE HOW YOURS WILL COME
TO BE. IF YOU WANT “SAVING” THEN YOU
HAD BEST GET WORKING, FOR IF YOU ARE
“SAVED” IT WILL BE BY YOUR OWN
EFFORTS AND ACHIEVEMENT.
Is this a less than wondrous message today? Why
would you ask? Is TRUTH too difficult for you to
bear? Oh, and by the way, if you think “God wouldn’t
say these things,” so be it, for it is your choice to
believe anything you choose even if it is absurd and
totally irrational in a “foolscap” game.
If people are “with us” and then turn against us in
any manner, it is fine, readers, except for deliberate
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damage and attempted damages intentionally
perpetrated. We won’t, or can’t, judge another but
only the obvious “intent” and focus. In every instance,
however, the INTENT IS OBVIOUS and discernment
is quite easily recognized. It doesn’t take a rocket
scientist (as you like to say) to discern egotistical selfinterests in almost any circumstance presented.
You might well retort that in the case of VK
Durham (in singling out a specific topic), that we
overdo defense retorts? No, we are validating a
program and project and we have NOTHING to do
with a VK Durham or her cohorts. She can do
anything she chooses but it is not acceptable to destroy
truth in her efforts for self-gain. And remember:
ONE KNOWN DELIBERATE LIE AND ALL
INFORMATION FROM THAT RESOURCE IS
BOTH SUSPECT AND LIKELY FALSE. Even in
your courts of injustice it is accepted that a witness
can be disqualified in the face of even ONE perjured
false statement or claim. George Green did that to
himself over and over again until he was disqualified
as a witness in ANY court. Ah but, many of you
who dream on will believe anything presented right
through that very resource. So be it and doubt every
Hatonn for even GG claims me as well as his contact
on that “other side”. How interesting to note that
“first contact” is a stupid concept—I am already ON
YOUR “SIDE” AND MY TEAM IS ALREADY
ON THE 128TH FLOOR. So be it and may your day
be as enlightening as is possible.
You settle for thistles when flowers and abundance
are all about you. Why? It is the nature of the
“Beast”, my students. You grab onto supposed
“Gurus” because you do not want responsibility for
your sovereign SELF. Do so, my friends, but be
always prepared for the FALSE TEACHER
(COHAN, GHOST OR ADVERSARY). Measure
your “teacher” by the “teachings” and NOT THE
MOUTH. WISDOM IS OF THE SOUL AND NOT
THE BABBLING TONGUES OF WOULD-BE
“POSTERS”.
Am I dismayed at those who are perhaps turned
away by such abrupt TRUTH? NO! People plead
for truth and recognize it for it is always evident, IS,
and is backed by fact, not fancy. If you are offended
then it is not my business as to your “feelings”, for I
am offended that you perceive GOD to be some wimp
at your bidding for those somethings-for-nothings.
GOD IS PERFECTION IN CREATION AND, AS
CREATOR—MISTAKES ARE YOURS, NOT
GOD’S.
As to my own presentation? Well, it is not the
amount of identifying repetition of good words that
makes a difference—IT IS MY ENERGY IN
PRESENTATION and whether or not I bear light—
not what I say about it. Do I bear TRUTH? That
is “the” measure, students: DO I BEAR TRUTH? If
so, then we work our fannies off making it SO.
Walk tall, students of life and truth, for you are the
PERFECT creation and how you use that perfection
is solely up to you.
I AM, I AM WITHIN THE LIGHT (as are you
even if you can’t see it) AND THE JOURNEY IS
YOURS TO BE EXPERIENCED AS YOU
CHOOSE. Therefore, I can only suggest you choose
carefully in every opportunity presented.
Yes, I did need to make this statement this morning
because the distractions and distracters pile upon one
another on the way to the goal.
THE SOUL YOU SAVE CAN ONLY BE
YOUR OWN!
GCH
dharma
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EDSA ‘People Power’
Just Madison Ave PR
8/30/04—#1 (18-14)
MON., AUG. 30, 2004 9:09 A.M. YR 18, DAY 14
Manila, Philippines
RE: FORGET PAST AND RELIVE THE
DISASTERS; CHECK OUT FOCUS ON FIDEL
RAMOS 6-YEARS AGO—GCH/D
* * *
DISASTERS IN PHILIPPINES
We are caused to look with sadness at what is
taking place day by day as natural disasters of flooding
and typhoons further cause great pain and suffering to
the people of this wondrous place. All is politics and the
games NEVER cease. All we can do is to remind you
that God will NOT stop natural flow of planetary cycles
because people use the drainage canals for garbage and
sewage disposal and the dams are built in corruption and
end up so poorly constructed as to break in any sustained
rains. The entire metro areas are FLOODED and
billions of dollars are cost in the disasters that always
follow and that does not even mention disease which will
now be rampantly out of control.
Furthermore, if people will not use that which GOD
brings as solutions, so be it. You earn that which you
receive every day in every way, be it good or evil.
Since the focus in this time of hardship is falling into
distracters and political dis-, mis-information as to causes
and players in the political morass, we will give you a
reminder of one specific focus that might shed more light
on the CURRENT disposition of ongoing battles and
fisty-cuffs.
There is a major scam in the uncovering stages that
is focusing on former president Fidel Ramos. We make
no further proclamations as to guilt or innocence but do
suggest that all of you consider some possibilities as it
now again confronts the “people” as to the status of
President Erap Estrada. And, oh yes, he still IS the
President, constitutionally, like it or not.
How did the terrible political circumvention of all
Rule of Law and Constitution take place in the first
place? Read on, please.
Erap Estrada—as you follow our presentations, you
must realize—won by the largest majority of any
president in history. Part of that was because Imelda
Marcos, who was also running for the position, dropped
out of the race and asked her supporters to support Erap.
Ah BUT, even before the blood dried Fidel Ramos had
received his marching orders from WASHINGTON,
D.C. to get Erap OUT. And, no, this is not tattle-time,
this is factual information handed down from the political
powers as you recall that Ramos is an American-CIA
ASSET along with being educated at West Point. He
was also THE MOST CONNECTED ONE PARTY to
Ferdinand Marcos during the Marcos era. HOWEVER,
he, in the overthrow of Marcos, turned betrayer and
traitor to Marcos and is the responsible party in
conjunction with U.S. operations, to bring down Marcos.
This is a most Treasonist act under any consideration and
the games continued right through the overthrow of Erap
Estrada.
Ramos, also through the Carlyle Group position, was
the most powerful one party in Southeast Asia and
served that Business Directing Group alongside George
H.W. Bush. Ramos has since stepped out of the
limelight position but HAS NOT GONE AWAY, you
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must have been traumatic indeed.
As soon as de la Cruz’s Supreme Court report
became known by the cabal that has been running the
Philippines since it overthrew the Marcos government in
1986, Ramos got his marching orders by cabal spokesman
STEVEN BOSWORTH, the U.S. State Department
functionary who organized the kidnapping of the Marcos
family into FORCED exile and detainment that year.
Bosworth was backed by U.S. federal Judge
Manuel Real, the Lyndon Johnson-appointee known for
his communist sympathies, his violent temper and
tyrannical ways as well as having the dubious distinction
of being the most overturned judge in American legal
history.
Ramos, now a lame duck with no political future,
was told to fire de la Cruz and to find a way TO
OVERTURN THE ELECTION of the populist and
popularly-elected Estrada.

who think such a power-break. He is now playing
hardball in the “China” game.
With us it is neither here nor there except for
journalistic notice for we have no political intentions in any
way but “ignorance” is not bliss in the face of dying
FREEDOM.
I would again ask that we present the article from
SPOTLIGHT (now American Free Press) from June 22,
CALAMITY FOR GLOBALISTS
1998 relative to the election in the Philippines in 1998.
We have offered it at least six times prior to now and it
The Estrada election was a calamity for the globalists
has been missed in importance in every instance. So, one
more go and perhaps someone will pay attention to the and State Department Brahmins. Estrada was elected
because former first lady Imelda Marcos withdrew from
political power in play here and now.
the presidential race and asked the 6 million-strong
[QUOTING:]
Marcos loyalists to support Estrada.
The swift move did not leave enough time for the
DANGER LOOMS IN PHILIPPINES
Aquino-Ramos-State
Department cabal to rig the election
By Paul Motier, Journalist
as they counted on the split Marcos-Estrada vote to have
A power play in the Philippines could lead to a U.S.- their own nominees elected.
The plutocrats frantically spent in excess of $260
backed dictatorship.
million
to secure the elections for their flunkies. In this
MANILA, Philippines—In a stunning move that
shocked the nation, outgoing Philippine President Fidel they received full logistical support from the State
Ramos fired Solicitor General Romeo de la Cruz just two Department and various U.S. agencies such as the CIA
weeks before the inauguration of populist President-elect under the direction of Bosworth and Real—the two
Jose Erap Estrada. [H: all of this can be easily predators who have relentlessly tried to steal the Marcos
checked-out by anyone curious enough to do so. assets for the past 12 years. [H: I suggest you
Our people didn’t “bumble” into the Philippines seriously consider getting some of the books we
until August of that year to a new president in have noticed, including that of Erick San Juan and
office and total confusion even at that juncture but now, GOLD WARRIORS by the Seagraves. I
of no particular interest to any or our people. FURTHER SUGGEST YOU START GETTING
Furthermore, to clear the issue at all intersections YOUR SETS OF TANGLED WEBS (Phoenix
it is KNOWN that our program was offered Journals and please, Editors, add the resource
PERSONALLY to all of the people involved, information). There are some seven volumes to
INCLUDING SEVERAL TO FIDEL RAMOS that set and every one extremely insightful and
WHERE WE “KNOW” HE WAS GIVEN BY interesting. I believe that we have been told there
HAND SETS OF DOCUMENTS. Therefore, this are still MANY of those books yet in stock.]
[The “Tangled Webs” series of the Phoenix
is not some vendetta or ill-purpose afoot as we are
asked to again comment on this issue as presented Journals is available through Phoenix Source Distributors:
1-800-800-5565; PSD’s new website is coming soon:
BEFORE as journalistic interest.]
The unprecedented move was in retaliation to a 34- <www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com>. International
page report which de la Cruz had filed with the Philippine orders may be placed through Phoenix Source Canada:
Supreme Court stating that there was no evidence to 1-250-248-5591; <www.PhoenixSourceCanada.com>.]
It was a sign of great sophistication from the
back up the conviction and 12-year jail sentence of
former first lady Imelda Romualdez Marcos. The Philippine electorate that they were not bamboozled by
charge: She had illegally built a hospital with non- the anti-Estrada by a landslide. Also elected with wide
pluralities were Ferdinand Marcos Jr. (the son of the late
government funds. [H: !!!]
De la Cruz urged the top court to reverse the president) as governor of the key Ilocos Norte province,
conviction which everyone in the Philippines knows was Imee Marcos to Congress and all the Romualdez
made by a politicized court under the influence of Ramos (relatives of Imelda) candidates to the offices they were
and his revolutionary predecessor, Corazon C. Aquino. seeking [H: Ferdinand (Bong Bong) Marcos Jr. and
Imee REMAIN re-elected in this most recent
[H: Twin soul-mate of Ramos, no less.]
What so infuriated Ramos was that he had appointed election; we don’t know about the Romualdez
de la Cruz as solicitor general and saw the report as “high relatives.]
Estrada, a charismatic and popular candidate is
treason”.
Ramos is himself a master traitor who has in his known to be a populist of independent mind who is
lifetime betrayed his cousin and benefactor, Ferdinand unswayed by plutocrat blandishments.
Marcos, in 1986 in his capacity as a CIA asset and
OVERTHROW ORDERED
informer. He has betrayed the legal government he was
sworn to uphold and betrayed the Philippine people by
Ramos has been instructed to take ALL STEPS TO
helping to steal the 1986 election.
OVERTHROW
the Estrada presidency just as he and
He has betrayed his wife by supporting a mistress in
the seditious Enrile and Aquino overthrew the just-elected
lavish style at taxpayers’ expense.
Ramos apparently never imagined that de la Cruz Marcos government in 1986.
Aquino had already made the threat to use “people
would do his job honestly.
Under the unconstitutional and unlawful Aquino and power” to overthrow the Estrada government if Marcos
Ramos regimes of the last 12 years, the unforeseen is buried on July 11 in the Cemetery of Heroes, a burial
appearance of an honest and courageous justice official to which he is entitled because for his heroic World War
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II record. He fought the Japanese while the Aquinos
served in the Japanese puppet government. [H: No,
readers, this is “correct” so don’t sniff and blowout over what you don’t want to recognize.]
“People power” was the catch word, which was
coined by the MADISON AVENUE PUBLIC
RELATIONS FIRMS in charge of destabilizing and
overthrowing the Marcos government, and used by the
media to justify the illegal coup against the legally-elected
Marcos.
In fact, there was never any “people power” except
in the scripts from MADISON AVENUE and their
press hand-outs. The Filipino people were victims of a
massive globalist power grab by violent means. [H:
AND CERTAINLY THEY CONTINUE TO BE
WHIPPING IN THE WIND EVER SINCE WITH
THESE “PEOPLE POWER” FRAUDS.]
The plutocrat Aquino is once more calling on her
communist allies headed by the rich Red boss Ma Sisson.
It was Sisson who organized, with Ninoy Aquino, the
Plaza Miranda bombing which massacred the entire
political opposition to the Marcos government, thus leaving
Aquino as the sole opposition leader.
Whether the Clinton administration will be able to
contain the Bosworth-Michael Armacost-Real cabal and
avoid yet another massive intrusion in the affairs of
another sovereign country is still to be ascertained.
This time, “people power” may manifest itself by
stopping the Aquino-Ramos efforts just as all the AquinoRamos candidates were defeated in the polls.
Should Estrada be assassinated, APPARENTLY
WITH THE HOPE THAT VICE PRESIDENT
ARROYO MACAPAGAL WOULD REPLACE HIM,
political observers are certain civil war would erupt. The
voters may have had enough of plutocratic intervention
in Philippine affairs.
[END QUOTING AND KEEP IN MIND: JUNE
22, 1998.]
***
As you please RE-READ the above, I hope you will
pay more attention THIS TIME.
It would certainly appear that the current President
Gloria is in power through equally devious and criminaltreasonous activities. But, it also appears that her position
is far less stable than she might hope as she is now at
cross-odds with her benefactor, Ramos, while also at
cross-odds with the U.S. Bush bunch and the Philippines
is falling into the muck of outrageous misfortunes—laid
RIGHT AT HER PERSONAL DOORSTEP. And no,
we are not pushing or pulling or making any foolish
incursion into any affairs of State—we have an
ALLIANCE in association with assets presented BY
LAW as a joint venture—nothing more but certainly
nothing less. We are not in the business of “fighting”
corruption in this place for that is a mandate for the
PEOPLE, not us.
I suggest that we share this particular reminder article
to our current “crew” and they can do with it as they
may as we certainly give full permission to use the
information/writing in any way they choose as long as it
is presented IN FULL and with our disclaimers as to
political involvement. WE ARE JOURNALISTS!
I also note that we are backing up much information
now with our limited publication schedule. This is simply
the way it must be in our interim “get recovered” phase.
As we gain subscribers and hopefully get BACK some
of our old readers who never even realized Contact
remained in full publication, we can resume, at the least,
our original schedule along with increased page
quantities. That must remain as a business decision of
which we are basically on the side-line. We remain
totally dedicated to have all Journal proceeds turned back
into the paper. At present, however, it is far short of any
solution to the publication problems. We do have good
staff willing to cover the desks at no expense to us and
for that we are most grateful.
These are critical times in this place and yet you
can see that that which we presented regarding the

Fernando Poe position is now in reference as
consideration of election fraud excluded him from his
rightful election to the Presidency. HOWEVER,
already the plan is to bring back into play the stupid
nonsense of his possibly being a “foreign citizen” and
disqualified. That is worse than political interference,
it is threat and JUDICIAL INDISCRETION in every
way imagined.
How can you have freedom and order with the
corrupted Judicial System as established from the very
TOP down? Obviously, you CAN’T.
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I would leave this now for we have many other
things to attend today that have nothing to do with this
particular topic.
Are things better in the U.S. of A.? Of course
not and note that, with the fall of such as the U.S.
hanging dangerously closer, that is going to be a far
greater fall than in the Philippines. Much will soon
begin to show up about CHINA—count on it!
Thank you,
GCH
dharma

Injustice Of Poverty
Under Political Psychos
In the following articles, Alan Paguia (who
readers may recall forfeited his privilege of
practicing law in the Philippines in order to remain
true to his principles), famous for his “Rule of
Law” series in the TRIBUNE, continues to expose
the corruption of justice at the expense of the
Filipino people.
We once again credit and give thanks to the
TRIBUNE for allowing us to share this series of
articles and to Alan Paguia for “keepin’ on
keepin’ on”.
Readers in countries more fortunate than the
Philippines should pay particular attention to the
lessons being learned “over there” because
foreclosure might not feel too different in Western
countries, when the time comes. Moreover, we
realize that as the Filipinos suffer, we all suffer.
When, oh when will one or the other of the
factions involved politically come to see that it is
only a matter of USING that which has been
provided in the form of the GAIA-FDN Program?
Until that realization sinks in, there is, most
unfortunately, more suffering to endure.
ENEMIES OF THE FILIPINO PEOPLE
The Daily TRIBUNE, 8/27/04
By Alan F. Paguia
Who are the enemies of the Filipino people? Those
who obstruct, directly or indirectly, the satisfaction of
the Filipino people’s basic needs and wants.
Who are those obstructionists? Certain leaders of
the administration, big business and the church.
Why do they do that? To protect their selfish or
sectoral interests, regardless of any consequent
prejudice to the Filipino people.
How do they do it? By taking selfish control of
the: (1) government; (2) big business and (3) the
church.
Controlling the government in that sense means
controlling the: (a) law-making process to make the
laws more favorable to the rich families rather than
the poor who constitute the majority of the Filipino
people; (b) law enforcement process to enforce the
law in a way more favorable to those with political
connections than those without; and (c) adjudication of
judicial controversies to ensure those who have more
in life will also have more in law, and those who have
less in life will also have less in law.
A good example of a law that is anti-Filipino
people is the oil deregulation law. Instead of lowering

the price of oil, it has resulted in the continuing
increase of oil prices, which triggers the continuing
increase in prices of basic commodities and services.
Consequently, the law increased the economic
burden of the Filipino people and, conversely, increased
the profits of the rich families who control the oil
industry in our country.
The legislators who authored and approved the law
had obviously acted, directly by legislation and indirectly
by necessary implication, to obstruct the satisfaction of
the Filipino people’s basic need to live under
comfortable economic conditions.
Instead of regulating the oil industry in the exercise
of the police power of the State in favor of the Filipino
people, the concerned senators and congressmen did
the opposite. The Chief Executive who approved the
law is also accountable.
The enforcement of the oil deregulation law is also
a good example of law enforcement that is more
favorable to those with political connections than those
without. The implementation of the law favors the rich
families who benefit from it with greater profits, and
who obviously have political connections with those
charged with the administration of the law.
The enforcement of the law, on the other hand, is
clearly unfavorable to the politically disconnected
majority of the Filipino people whose tight daily budget
becomes even tighter.
It is generally known that the masa or those who
have less of the needed material things in life were
the ones who had elected Joseph “Erap” Estrada as
president in 1998. What did the obstructionists do to
them? They gave the masa less in law.
Instead of deciding Estrada vs Arroyo in favor of
Erap in accordance with the Constitution and the
Code of Judicial Conduct, the obstructionists
shamelessly showed their political partisanship by
deciding the case in favor of Mrs. Arroyo.
The administration, by imposing more taxes, will
deprive the Filipino people all the more of the ability to
cope with the skyrocketing prices of basic goods and
services.
Big business is doing no less damage by
continually increasing the margin of its profits at the
expense of the poor majority of the Filipino people.
Instead of helping minimize the economic burden
of the masa, big business is doing the opposite.
Instead of serving the people, it is selfishly serving its
personal self to the hilt.
The church does not seem to be much different.
Except for the standard dole-outs to the poorest of the
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poor and the standard religious and social services, the
church continually collects cash or donations in kind
from the Filipino people, including donations in coins
from the poorest of the poorest. No one is exempted
from giving donations. Even alms earned by the
beggars are welcome. Service for the upliftment of
the human spirit are paid for with so called “voluntary”
donations. For baptismal, wedding, or blessing
services, collection of corresponding fees is the general
rule, not the exception. And these collections are done
daily. How much do they amount to at the end of the
day, week, month, or year? Only God knows with
absolute certainty.
But one thing is reasonably certain. The total
amount constitutes a big percentage of the Filipino
people’s hard earnings. Otherwise, it would not have
been possible for the church leaders to: (1) undertake
the construction of their buildings and worship facilities;
(2) purchase equipments; and (3) finance the operation
of their temples, seminaries, convents and similar
conduits.
We ask: Where do the collected funds go? Are
they used for the benefit of the Filipino people or are
they used for some other purpose? If they are not
used for the benefit of the Filipino people, or to the
extent that they are not used for the benefit of the
Filipino people, should that not be considered wrong, or
anti-Filipino people, considering the majority of our
people are indisputably living under extreme poverty?
It would seem easy to identify the enemies of the
Filipino people during war. The demarcation line is
clear. Those shooting from the other side are the
enemies. But in peace, the demarcation line is not
clear. The Filipino people get squeezed or liquidated
from both sides by people who wear both Filipino and
non-Filipino faces.
Therefore, the first thing the Filipino people must
do in order to survive with decency is to identify
clearly who their true enemies are. After that, their
history of true liberation should begin.
DELIVER US FROM EVIL
The Daily TRIBUNE, 8/30/04
By Alan F. Paguia
What is evil for the Filipino people? Any act or
omission that obstructs, directly or indirectly, the
satisfaction of their basic needs and wants.
An act refers to performance or doing, while
omission refers to non-performance or not doing.
To obstruct means to stop, impede or defeat.
Direct obstruction means immediate action to stop,
impede or defeat. Indirect obstruction means nonimmediate action which results effectively to stop,
impede or defeat.
Satisfaction means consumption of sufficient
quantity and quality of the object of a particular need
or want.
Need means everything without which the human
person cannot survive with dignity. It refers to food,
clothing, shelter, education, health, livelihood and similar
matters.
Want means anything without which the human
person can survive with dignity, but is desired to
improve one’s quality of life.
What are the three main sources of evil for the
Filipino people?
The: (1) administration, (2) big business, and (3)
the church.
Is it absolutely necessary for us to discuss in detail
the evils caused the Filipino people by these three
entities in order to arrive at a conclusion?

No, provided the conclusion is clearly reasonable.
What should be the bottom line of all such
discussions?
The satisfaction of the basic needs and wants of,
at least, the majority of the Filipino people. If there is
such satisfaction, regardless of the details, the entity
ought to feel guiltless with respect to the Filipino people.
Otherwise, the entity ought to feel guilty.
Let us take the case of Mrs. Gloria Arroyo’s
administration. After it had unconstitutionally grabbed
the presidential powers of President Joseph “Erap”
Estrada during Edsa II on Jan. 20, 2001, have she and
her co-conspirators satisfied the basic needs and wants
of the Filipino people? No, they have not. Worse, they
appear to have aggravated the suffering of the people
by violating the Constitution and the rule of law. The
administration has been collecting monstrous direct and
indirect taxes as well as other fees from the Filipino
people, and yet, instead of reducing the suffering of
the impoverished Filipinos, the administration has
accomplished the opposite.
The Arroyo administration should, therefore, feel
guilty with respect to the Filipino people.
How about big business? Big business has been
publicly admitting hundreds of millions, or billions, of net
profits from their operations here in the Philippines.
Who gave those fantastic profits? The Filipino people.
What did the Filipino people get in return? Goods and
services which they had already paid for in addition to
the profits they had given the big business entities.
And what do the Filipino people get in return for the
generous profits they have afforded the big business
entities? Nothing. Whatever the Filipino people have
received from big business has all been factored into
the prices of the commodities and services sold. Even
the taxes imposed by law on the sellers appear to have
been passed on to the buying Filipino public. Big
business, instead of helping reduce the economic
burden of the Filipino people, appears—like the Arroyo
administration—to be doing the opposite.
How about the church? There are so many
churches in the Philippines. They range from small to
global, from break-even to super surplus finances.
Collections are done generally from one religious
service to another, several times daily—and tax-free.
How much are the total collections? It must be in the
hundreds of millions, or billions, of pesos just like the
reported annual net profits of the big business entities.
In a very real sense, it would appear the church itself
is big business too. But there is, at least, one big
difference. Big business makes no pretension of being
moral.
Where do the church collections come from? Our
country. From whom? The Filipino people. Would
it be too much to ask what the Filipino people get in
return for their church contributions and payment of
fees for religious services? It would not seem they get
anything in return. After all, the church cannot deny
their moral obligation to be truthful to the Filipino
people. So, what do the Filipino people get in return
for all the wealth they give the church? Obviously, the
religious and other services or goods are well covered
by the corresponding fees and contributions. That
would partially answer the question. How about the
balance, gain or profits? Now, this is difficult to
answer. The numbers are not published or reported.
They are somewhat like a secret only those in the
church hierarchy are privileged to know. In short, the
Filipino people are kept ignorant about it. What do the
Filipino people get in return for the wealth they give by
way of church profits? Nothing. Worse, raising the
question might even be taken as sacrilegious or
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blasphemous by some church leaders. But the Filipino
people have the right to know. Times are hard. They
need to know who are with them or against them.
From the way things appear, the church, instead of
reducing its surplus collections or profits to help ease
the economic burden of the Filipino people, appears—
like the administration and big business—to be doing
the opposite.
The church should, therefore, feel guilty with
respect to the Filipino people.
The wealth collected by the administration, big
business and the church is part of the wealth of the
Filipino people. If majority of the Filipino people are
living under extreme impoverished conditions, the
collection or accumulation of more wealth by the
administration, big business and the church would
constitute a clear and present evil for the Filipino
people.
It the act is evil, the actor must be evil.
If we pray for deliverance from evil, we must
keep in mind and in our hearts that Almighty God helps
those who help themselves, not those who do not.
Therefore, the Filipino people must first help
themselves before they can expect help from anybody
else.
THE INJUSTICE OF POVERTY
The Daily TRIBUNE, 9/3/04
By Alan F. Paguia
The poverty of the majority of the Filipino people
may be viewed either as cause or effect.
The first view appears to be the more popular.
More people tend to discuss poverty as the cause of
a host of other problems. Thus, the commission of
crimes and non-compliance with legal norms are
commonly attributed to poverty.
The average citizen and the leaders of government
ordinarily blame poverty for widespread prostitution
among males and females, in-betweens, as well as
many children in our society. They blame poverty for
our people’s inability to find gainful employment in our
country, and for our people’s inability to cope with the
continuing increase of already high prices of basic
goods and services. They blame poverty for our
people’s inability to help themselves.
Is there anything wrong with the first view? Yes.
It sidesteps the cause of the people’s general poverty.
It affords undeserved cover for those who ought to be
held liable for the problem. This is the reason those
who are guilty prefer to address poverty as a cause,
not as effect.
The second view is, therefore, the more accurate
and realistic view. It leads to the solution of the
problem. Obviously, without understanding the cause
of the problem, a responsive solution would be
impossible to formulate. This is the reason the Filipino
people’s mass poverty has remained unsolved. The
average citizens are deliberately misled into thinking
more of their poverty as cause by their guilty leaders
who are fearful of being exposed as the efficient
cause of the people’s extreme poverty.
Take the case of the Arroyo administration
leaders.
They blame poverty for our people’s mass exodus
to other countries to look for gainful employment.
They blame poverty for our people’s inability to afford
quality education for our children. They blame
poverty for our people’s inability to cope with the
continuing rise of the costs of electricity, water,
transportation, health care and other essential
commodities. They blame poverty for our people’s
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inability to give more financial support, by way of
taxes, to the government. And yet, while recognizing
the poverty of our people, the Arroyo administration
callously tries to solve the problem by accumulating
more loans amounting to billions of pesos that
effectively puts the Filipino people into greater
indebtedness and deeper poverty. Worse, the Arroyo
administration appears to think the Filipino people ought
to be grateful for it.
How about big business leaders? They blame
poverty, too, for our people’s inability to live decently
with the rising prices of basic goods and services
which big business sells. They blame the poverty of
our people for any decrease in big business profits.
Does big business help solve the problem of mass
poverty? It would not seem so. The goods and
services big business sells are all duly paid for by the
Filipino consumers. In addition, the Filipino people pay
for the big business profits. The employment
generated by big business operations are also paid for
by the Filipino people. The cost of employees’ salaries
and benefits are factored in as operating or production
cost into the prices of the goods and services sold. In
sum, the Filipino people pay for the full cost of big
business products, pay more for big business profits
and get blamed for any decrease in margin of profits.
Like the Arroyo administration, big business
leaders effectively put the Filipino people into more
indebtedness and worsening poverty, and expect the
Filipino people to be thankful for the products the latter
have more than fully paid for.
How about the church leaders? They are
generally not different from the Arroyo
administration and the big business leaders. They
also derive their livelihood from the generosity and
credulity of many of our people. They collect much
money from the Filipino people on a regular basis,
but they give back very little in return in terms of
economic benefits.
In other words, the religious services turn out to be
very expensive or overpriced. Surely, spiritual food,
while important, cannot be considered as a substitute
for physical food. Spiritual food cannot nourish a
hungry body. Even Jesus Christ recognized the need
to produce physical fish and bread to address the
physical need of hungry people.
The money regularly lost by the Arroyo
administration from graft and corruption is paid for
by the Filipino people. In a very real sense, that
money represents the profits derived by
administration crooks from public office.
In that sense, the Arroyo administration would
appear similar to big business. The leaders earn
big profits. And the same thing can be said with
equal applicability to the church that earns big
profits, too.
The question is: How much administration
profits, big business profits and church profits are
collected daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and
annually from the impoverished majority of the
Filipino people? In billions of pesos or dollars?
When will this bleeding stop?
The menacing poverty of the Filipino people
cannot be solved by treating it as a cause. The
solution lies in treating it as an effect. Mass poverty
is the effect of betrayal of public trust. To find the
solution, the specific acts of betrayal must be
identified. So must the identity of the perpetrators
be established.
That accomplished, justice ought to be done
regardless of the consequences. Otherwise, justice
would die in the hearts and minds of our people.
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World News Insights
In this issue we are going to focus on a story
that came into focus only partially and briefly in
the mainstream media and is certainly deserving of
more attention: the “Franklin Affair”, also widely
reported as “Israeli Spy in the Pentagon”.
As we will see in the first two articles reviewed,
both from the Israeli paper, Haaretz, it really is no
“big deal”. After all, Israel and the U.S. have a
“very close” relationship, and what are a few
shared secrets, now not so secret, between such
good friends? This is pure chutzpah because it is
obvious the same reaction would not result from
the discovery of any other nation’s spy handing
over classified Pentagon files.
As close as Israel and the neocons in the U.S.
are, you really have to ask yourself how an Israeli
spy could be “outed” in the first place, don’t you?
It seems there just might be some good guys at
work in the intelligence services of the U.S. after
all. Perhaps some of them have grown more than
a little tired of watching American kids dying in the
killing fields and streets of places like Afghanistan
and Iraq, only to advance the neocon (Zionist by
any other name) agenda.
ANALYSIS: THE FRANKLIN AFFAIR WILL
DAMAGE ISRAEL’S IMAGE
Haaretz, 8/29/04
By Aluf Benn
... The Franklin affair has all the ingredients of a
conspiracy theory, implying that Israel manipulated the
Bush administration to further its own interests and
dragged America into a superfluous war on Iraq
through a group of “neo-conservative” Jews at the top
of the Pentagon, and with the power of enchantment
AIPAC casts over Capitol Hill.
Those who want to bash Israel [or anyone
interested in the truth of the matter] will use
Franklin’s investigation and his ties to Israel and its
supporters as proof of their arguments.
... AIPAC, which always takes pains to portray
itself as an American organization that works for
American interests and does not take instructions from
Jerusalem, might suffer the hardest blow. [Any truly
American organization would not have to take such
“great pains” to disavow foreign control.]
... According to the Israeli version [which is
bound to be “unbiased”, right?], Franklin’s working
relations with Israeli diplomats did not exceed the
acceptable ties with many other officials in the
administration and in other states [whatever
“acceptable” means from an Israeli perspective].
He did not play a covert role [sic: ridiculous] and the
meetings with him were in the sphere of practical
diplomacy and exchanging information and evaluations.
[“Exchanging information”, that’s all it was; and
not spying?]
... Israel’s representatives in Washington get quite
a few briefings on formulating policy regarding the
Middle East in talks with their contact people in the
administration. Israeli officials who meet foreign
diplomats or journalists also give them material
originating in classified documents and inside
consultations and nobody suspects them of espionage.
Israeli sources assume Franklin fell victim to
power struggles in the Pentagon, between the
professional level and the political appointments
of the “neocons”. The probe against him and its
leaking were intended to weaken the political group,

whose image was already tainted by the entanglement
in Iraq.
... Sources in the bureaus of the prime minister and
defense and foreign ministers said that after the
publication they conducted an extensive internal
examination, which completely refuted any espionage
allegations. [Can you say, “Kol Nidre”? How
about chutzpah:]
“Israel is not aware of having received information
from this man,” a Jerusalem source said. “Nobody
used him, people hardly knew him, and we don’t
understand this fantasy,” another source said. “Since
the Pollard affair, no intelligence man would dare think
of gathering information in the U.S.” ...
FOCUS: THE ‘DUAL LOYALTY’ SLUR
RETURNS TO HAUNT U.S. JEWS
Haaretz, 8/29/04
By Nathan Guttman
... It breathes new life into the assertion that Israeli
and not American interests led to the war in Iraq. It
revives the old charge that Israel is not an ally but a
treacherous country, and the old saw that American
Jews have a “divided loyalty” problem in their
preference for Israeli over American interests.
A major Jewish figure said Saturday he felt
positively relieved when he learned that Larry Franklin,
the suspect in the case, is not actually Jewish.
[Amazing. It’s kind of the opposite of when
Madeleine Albright suddenly discovered her Jewish
heritage, or Mr. Kerry (Kohn) discovered his. Mr.
Franklin, suddenly, isn’t Jewish. He’s an Israeli
who just likes to work for Zionists? Uh, OK.] At
least the charge that Jews in key positions are not
sufficiently loyal won’t stand up in this case.
The dramatic report by CBS said “the case raises
further concern among investigators—“did Israel use
the data analyst [Franklin] to influence U.S. policy on
the war in Iraq.” That simple statement points to one
of the biggest difficulties the Jewish community has
been contending with in the past two years.
... Another Jewish figure said over the
weekend that the manner in which the affair was
brought to light and the contexts added to it,
particularly regarding Israel’s involvement in
policy on Iraq, show a mindset similar to that of
politicians who tried to present the war as a
Jewish-Israeli conspiracy.
Up to now it hasn’t been hard to condemn and
isolate those who espoused the conspiracy theory
about Israel’s role in sending American troops into
battle, but the FBI investigation now makes matters
much more difficult. Even if the case ultimately boils
down to an administrative matter of unauthorized
transfer of classified information culminating in a
reprimand [that’s not spying?], the public damage
has been done.
When the next person gets up and tries to claim
that Israeli interests are dictating American foreign
policy, American Jewish community leaders won’t be
able to settle for charging groundless anti-Semitism.
They will instead be called on to provide an
explanation as to what representatives of the pro-Israel
lobby were doing in Franklin’s office, an office that
dealt, among other things, with formulating the plans
for the war in Iraq.
... AIPAC has succeeded in establishing itself as
a power broker in America’s capital, a source of pride
for the Jewish community and one of the leading
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organizations in policy, fund raising and community
action. If Jonathan Pollard was a lone operative who
was easy to eschew, nobody can, nor wants to shun
AIPAC.
ISRAEL-PENTAGON LINK CONFIRMED
The Australian, 8/31/04
Karin Laub in Jerusalem
Officials today confirmed a senior Israeli diplomat
in Washington met several times with a Pentagon
analyst being investigated by the FBI on suspicion he
passed classified information on Iran to Israel.
But Israel’s foreign minister—denying allegations
of espionage—said such meetings were
commonplace and the two governments routinely
shared secrets.
“Israel and the United States have intimate ties ...
and the information being exchanged is much more
classified than any conversation that may have taken
place,” Silvan Shalom said at a joint news conference
with his German counterpart, Joschka Fischer.
U.S. officials have said the FBI investigation is
focussing on Lawrence Franklin, an analyst of Iranian
affairs, who works in a Pentagon policy office headed
by Douglas Feith, the undersecretary for policy.
The Israeli diplomat has been identified as Naor
Gilon, head of the political department at Israel’s
embassy in Washington and a specialist on nuclear
weapons proliferation.
Israel has said Iran and its nuclear ambitions pose
the greatest threat to the Jewish state. [Perhaps it
is that Israel’s hundreds of nukes pose a threat to
the region?]
... Mark Zell, a dual Israeli-American citizen and
a former Feith law partner, suggested the leak about
the FBI probe was part of an effort to discredit top
officials in the U.S. defence department.
“The pattern is that certain elements in the
military and intelligence have a difficult time with
the Pentagon leadership,” said Mr Zell, who is
based in Jerusalem.
Israeli cabinet minister Natan Sharansky has
said he believes the allegations might stem from
an internal conflict between the Pentagon and the
CIA. ...
THE AXIS OF TREASON
By Justin Raimondo
8/30/04
The death agony of the neoconservatives is going
to be a prolonged and quite ugly procedure, painful not
only for them but for the entire country—which will
learn, to its chagrin and growing anger, how and by
whom they were lied into war. It started late Friday,
when Lesley Stahl of CBS News reported that the FBI
has “solid evidence” that a spy, embedded in the top
echelons of the Pentagon’s civilian leadership, handed
over classified documents, including the draft of a
presidential directive on U.S. policy toward Iran, to
Israel. Such an investigation would have been
politically explosive in any case, but add to this the
news that Franklin had passed the documents to Tel
Aviv via AIPAC, the American Israeli Public Affairs
Committee, one of the most powerful lobbies in
Washington, and the result is political dynamite.
Within hours the story had grown from focusing
on a single individual, Lawrence Franklin, described as
a “mid-level desk officer”, to include an entire nest
of spies ensconced in the top echelons of the
Pentagon, centered around the office of Douglas
Feith, the Director of Policy:
“An FBI probe into the handling of highly classified
material by Pentagon civilians is broader than

previously reported, and goes well beyond allegations
that a single mid-level analyst gave a top-secret Iran
policy document to Israel, three sources familiar with
the investigation said Saturday.
... This Knight-Ridder report, by Warren Strobel,
went on to note that “the linkage, if any, between the
two leak investigations, remains unclear.” But it
couldn’t be clearer to those of us who have been
following the various scandals that have recently
rocked the national security bureaucracy—Chalabigate, the outing of CIA agent Valerie Plame, the Niger
uranium forgeries, and now the Franklin affair. They
all involve the same cast of neoconservative
characters: the inhabitants of the “policy shop”
presided over by Feith, including the infamous Office
of Special Plans—otherwise known as the Lie
Factory—which produced a steady supply of utter
falsehoods to justify the rush to war. Former CIA
analyst Larry Johnson, commenting on MSNBC, said
his sources were telling him that the Franklin affair is
also connected to the Niger uranium forgery
investigation. As I wrote a couple of months ago:
“The other day FBI agents paid a visit to the
Pentagon, and subjected several top neocons to liedetector tests. They wanted to know where neocon
protégé (and Iranian spy) Ahmed Chalabi got his hot
little hands on highly valued U.S. secrets. But what
I want to know is this: How many different teams of
investigators have to go through the same desks? Why
not consolidate all these ongoing investigations—
l’affaire Plame, the Niger uranium forgeries, Chalabigate, and the Abu Ghraib war crimes—into one big
investigation? We can call it Neocon-gate.”
... [U]nconditional support to Israel has always
been a central tenet of neoconservative foreign policy
doctrine, and never more so than today. Feith was a
co-author, along with several prominent neocons, of “A
Clean Break”, a 1996 policy paper written for then
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu that
proposed the elimination of Saddam Hussein as a
primary goal: Baghdad was depicted as the gateway
to Damascus, a byway on the road to Tehran.
... Israeli agents are swarming over Kurdistan,
fomenting rebellion, and threatening Iran. The old
Zionist dream of extending Israel’s hegemony
from the Nile to the Euphrates suddenly seems
close to realization.
... Now that we have uncovered a pro-Israeli
cabal engaged in espionage operating at the very
highest levels of the U.S. government, does it all seem
so improbable? The whole story is told in my short
book, The Terror Enigma: 9/11 and the Israeli
Connection, which presciently concludes as follows:
“This burgeoning scandal underscores why the
two-sided Manichean view promoted by George W.
Bush in his ‘war on terrorism’ is fundamentally false.
‘You’re either with us,’ he intoned, ‘or against us.’
But what about the Israelis? When they were
shadowing the hijackers and learning their secrets,
were they with us—or against us?”
... At this point we are lacking some essential
information, including the identities of the “two or
three” AIPAC employees involved. How far up in
the organization did knowledge of these illegal activities
go? What else have the feds got on AIPAC—after
an extensive investigation, including electronic
surveillance, ongoing for over two years?
We don’t know the answers to these questions.
But I do know that if this had been an Islamic or Arab
group, they would have been shut down, their assets
impounded, and their headquarters bolted shut. Will
something even approaching that happen to AIPAC?
... When the American people find out what is
going on, God help the neocons, because they are going
to need it. The arrest and trial of Israel’s fifth column
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in the Pentagon is going to unleash a lot of anger,
because it is going to make Americans understand the
nature and extent of the treason that entrapped them
in Iraq. The very word “neocon” will become a
synonym for treason, like Quisling. Moreover, the
complexity of this war that we found ourselves in, as
the smoke from the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon began to clear, will perhaps begin to dawn
on us.
... The axis of treason is fighting for its life, but the
usual tactics—fear, smear, and obfuscation—may not
be enough.
[The following redacted “blog” (web log) by
Jon Rappaport is far more worthy than we are
able to cover.]
BONDS FOR ISRAEL—CATCH THE FEVER
<www.NoMoreFakeNews.com>, 8/22/04
By Jon Rappaport
An interesting website called STATE OF ISRAEL
BONDS, CANADA, keeps track of large purchases
of bonds being floated by the government of Israel.
These bonds help finance the Israeli government.
... [G]overnments of states in the U.S. have come
on board and are buying up the bonds in large chunks.
What does this mean? It means official and
monetary support for the policies of Israel. Of course,
the people of the U.S. states were not consulted about
the purchases.
It also means these state governments are
investing tax monies in, well, investments. Of course
they are, you say. Naturally.
No, not naturally. State governments investing tax
monies implies these governments are trying to make
a profit. The last time I looked, governments were not
(legally) in business to make profits. And if they are,
where are the precise reports on the success or failure
of their efforts? Because, if they’re making large
scores, they don’t need to collect as many taxes from
their citizens. [See the Consolidated Annual
Financial Reports (CAFRs) uncovered by Walter
Burien.]
... [N]ews releases will give you some idea of the
scope of the effort by the Israeli government to work
inside the U.S. to obtain $$$ from state governments.
It’s a major, major push, and I don’t think it’s too
far off to assume that some of the agents Israel
deploys in the U.S. are tasked with the job of
making that money.
You don’t just get a state government to fork over
big bucks for bonds. You need a good plan, you need
lobbyists [like AIPAC], you need connections, you
need people on the ground working as many levers as
they can find. It’s a full-time operation.
And since, again, buying those bonds is tantamount
to giving full support to the policies of the state of
Israel, we’re not just talking about money. We’re into
a huge web of American assent on behalf of what the
government of Israel is doing. No votes necessary.
... From the December 9, 2002, edition of the
Christian Science Monitor—stats on what aid to
Israel costs the US—a controversial assessment by
[Washington, DC economist] Thomas Stauffer is
cited:
“Since 1973, Israel has cost the United
States about $1.6 trillion.”
... One of the largest sources of institutional
investment capital in Israel is from U.S. pension funds
through the purchase of Israeli government bonds...”
[Israel boasts that it has never defaulted on a
loan. How could you ever default on a loan when
every loan is both “forgivable” and forgiven by
the United States Congress? Can you say,
“Trillion Dollar Lie”? How does your gut feel?]
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #6:
The Value of an Aged Corporate Shell or “Shelf” Corporation
While many stock-market investors have recently discovered the meaning of the word “risk”, it’s too
bad they never learned to invest in Nevada shell corporations, which continue to appreciate in value.
An aged corporate shell—commonly referred to as a “shelf” corporation, an indication that it has not
been used, only put “on the shelf”—will generally increase substantially in value over time. This is
because there are those who can benefit greatly by the ability to instantly get into business and yet have
the ability to say that the corporation has been in business for some time.
Generally, the value of an aged “shell” corporation is more than the amounts paid to keep it current,
although there may be a significant difference between “bid” and “ask” due to the small size of the
market. If you are the holder of such an aged corporation with no real activity in its history, you just
might find that it has been a fair investment. The best way to sell such an entity is often by consignment,
whereby the seller consents to pay a percentage of the sale price realized to a middleman (typically,
a resident agent such as BCR) with good contacts in the market place. Unfortunately, many who have
held such a gem of an investment have been taken advantage of by predatory middlemen, who typically
offer only a few hundred dollars for a corporation that they turn around and sell for many thousands
of dollars.
Some people acquire a number of newborn corporations specifically as an investment. If this sounds
like something you would like to do, here are several steps you can take to maximize the value:
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain an Employer Identification Number;
Use nominee service so that there is no link to you personally;
Open a no-interest bank account for the corporation;
File “zero income” (non-activity) tax returns every year;
DO NOT TRANSACT ANY BUSINESS WITH THE CORPORATION.

A shelf corporation maintained in this manner typically carries a premium of $1,000 to $1,500 PER
YEAR OF AGE, in addition to the initial costs of setting it up. Even after annual maintenance costs
(at least, through Budget Corporate Renewals) it is possible to have an annual gain of $500 to $1,000,
making the incubation of shelf corporations a very rewarding enterprise!
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